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Abstract
The Old North End is a relatively small neighborhood in Burlington, Vermont. It is historically known for
its high rates of poverty and more recently its ethnic and racial diversity. Yet even in this small
neighborhood, tucked away in a small city like Burlington, there are a myriad of ways the place is
imagined, experienced and understood, as well as evidence of various forms of spatial contestation and
urban change. My research question in this study is:
•

What are the myriad of ways the Old North End is imagined, understood and experienced by
residents of the neighborhood?

Two related questions are:
•
•

How do processes associated with gentrification function in the neighborhood in regards to
spatial imaginaries?
How does refugee resettlement affect spatial imaginaries of the Old North End?

This is a qualitative study that uses a mix of online surveys, written observation, photo documentation,
archival research, and relevant census data to enact a discourse analysis of the neighborhood. The data I
collected consists of a wide range of survey responses, photographs and written notes about the
neighborhood, a collection of local newspaper articles about the Old North End, and various maps
reflecting census data. My research suggests that gentrification acts as a useful framework to
understand urban change in the neighborhood. Most residents point to particular processes associated
with gentrification, such as rising rents, yet do not use ‘gentrification’ as a holistic frame to understand
change. Moreover the cultural contestation reflects normative processes of gentrification beginning
with the presence of a counter-cultural discourse, followed closely by the presence of young
professionals who ultimately complete the gentrification. These processes are chaotic and, while there
are processes at play that seek to transform the neighborhood into a middle-class hub, we should
understand gentrification as a nuanced process occurring in the Old North End. My research also found
that community and community-building were important values in the Old North End, however there
were specific imaginaries of who was included in these communities and who was not. Finally, my study
suggests further research is needed to understand the interactions of gentrification and refugee
resettlement in the neighborhood. The Old North End is a dynamic, transforming neighborhood and I
have spent the last few months documenting in the depth the various ways different ways spatial
imaginaries inscribed themselves onto the landscape of the neighborhood as well as in how residents
practice the space. Ultimately, my own positionality in the Old North End reveals how the multiplicity of
spatial imaginaries are bounded and situated in one’s own experiences. My hope is that this research
provides a snapshot of the various imaginaries and contestations currently at play and provokes
conversation about the future of the Old North End in Burlington, Vermont.
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Introduction
When I first arrived in the Old North End, a small neighborhood tucked in to the north side of Burlington,
Vermont — a city perhaps better described as a town — I noticed its distinct flavor different from the
rest of the city. Perhaps it was the presence of brightly coloured houses found along several of the
streets; or the racially and ethnically diverse residents in a city so overwhelmingly white. Or perhaps it
was because, unlike the rest of the city, the Old North End seemed to have escaped the intense
investment and commercial atmosphere that are very present to me in other parts; or maybe it was
simply that more people in the streets greeted me with a ‘hello’. Of course, these were simply my
impressions. As I lived in Burlington longer and eventually moved into a house in Old North End, I would
hear a variety of rumors and expressions ascribed to the neighborhood. Some people called it the
‘ghetto’ of Burlington, and seemed to believe it was rampant with crime and drugs; while others talked
proudly about its community and creativity. Of course I was not intent on studying the Old North End
then and so these remarks hit me indirectly, fabricating an imaginary of the neighborhood that I have
since come to study and deconstruct in much more depth.
It is the various spatial narratives of the Old North End I study in this thesis. My central research
question is:
•

What are the myriad of ways the Old North End is imagined, understood and experienced by
residents of the neighborhood?

This question is designed to challenge the notion that there is any ‘one’ single fabrication of the Old
North End –that in fact there are many ways in which the neighborhood lived, enacted and imagined,
and changes in this urban environment affect different residents differently. I center my research on
various forms of transformation occurring in the Old North End. Urban transformation is a useful lens to
understand spatial imaginaries and resident’s experiences. In this light, secondary research questions in
this study are:
•
•

How do processes associated with gentrification function in the neighborhood in regards to
spatial imaginaries?
How does refugee resettlement affect spatial imaginaries of the Old North End?

Around the world, cities are changing and neighborhoods are transforming, and the Old North End is no
different. These processes of transformation are vital in understanding how space is imagined and
enacted. While a seemingly quiet neighborhood, underneath the almost suburban to semi-urban feel is
an intense amount of contestation echoing the now famous mantra in human geography, the right to
the city. These contestations arise in the form of economic development in a part of Burlington that
historically and currently has the highest levels of poverty and is home to many of the working-class.
This economic development and investment causes housing prices to rise — and through a framework
of gentrification — eventually displaces residents, making room for a professional elite middle-class
However, it is not only these economic aspects of gentrification that give rise to change and
contestation in the city –it is also the various spatial narratives that compete in envisioning the
neighborhood’s future. There are those who see Old North End as a potential site for new commercial
activity and a hub for the professional class to live relatively close to the heart of Burlington. While
others imagine the space as an alternative to the mainstream, and attempt to evoke a counter-cultural
aesthetic and practice. Further, there are residents in the Old North End who have lived in the
neighborhood for more than forty or fifty years, who want safety and improvements in their homes, but
do not wish to move to acquire it. More and more college students are moving into the neighborhood
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on temporary leases, and this affects the sustainability of the community and its identity because these
college students are often transient residents. Furthermore, the Old North End is a site of refugee
resettlement. What appears to be a quiet neighborhood is in fact a dynamic, chaotic arena of
contestation in which different actors and residents are fighting for different visions of what the
neighborhood should be and how it should get there.
This paper is divided into seven sections. It begins with an introduction situating my own relationship to
this research and discussing what exactly we mean by the Old North End. The next section delves into
the literature, focusing on various theories of space as well as immense of body of literature in Human
Geography dealing with gentrification and a smaller amount of literature on refugee resettlement. The
third section provides a historic overview of the neighborhood. The fourth section elaborates on the
details of my methodological approach; it gives reasons as to why I did what I did. The fifth section
summarizes the various forms of data I collected in the research, categorized by my different modes of
inquiry. The last part of this thesis is a thorough analysis of the data and a discussion for what this might
mean for the neighborhood and future development.
Boundaries of the Old North End
Defining the boundaries of the Old North End is difficult because different people and organizations
imagine the boundaries of the Old North End differently. While the Old North End generally refers to the
historic neighborhood on the north side of Burlington, there are discrepencies about its borders among
various sources.
Before partaking in this study, I would have bounded the neighborhood by Park Street, Manhattan
Drive, Hyde Street and North Street. This was simply my spatial conception of what consisted of the
neighborhod and what did not. Unfornately, not only are there varying ways residents in the region
imagine the bounds of the Old North End, but different official organizations do not always agree about
the boundaries.
While I will go into more detail about these different ways of conceiving the literal bounds of the
neighborhood and what that means for my methodology, this is one example of mapping of the Old
North End through official city wards:

Figure 1. Map of Old North End. Burlington Free Press January 12, 2012.
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Although the City Council asserts that Ward 2 and Ward 3 represent the Old North End, the bounds of
the neighborhood are conceptualized further south than Pearl Street, and the Intervale is included. This
varies from the census tracts that the Old North End falls upon, as shown in Figure 2 below:

Census Tract 3

Census Tract 4

Census
Tract 5

Figure 2. Census Tracts of the Old North End. Based on ACS boundaries.

Notions of space are often very fluid and I will discuss this phenomenon in my literature review. While
the Old North End is a tangible neighborhood in the city of Burlington, I will use a flexible definition in
this study in my attempt to map the various spatial contestations and imaginaries of the neighborhood,
and in later sections I will elaborate how this plays out in the methodology of this study.
Positionality and My Own Spatial Imaginaries
Before progressing further, I want to reflect on my positionality in the neighborhood and how it
affects this thesis. Feminist geographers explore how, “we must recognize and take account for our
own positions as well as that of our research participants, and write this into our research practice”
(Rose 1997: 305).
The following are a list of factors about me and my experiences in the Old North End that shape my
research:
•

•

•

I am college senior enrolled at the University of Vermont. I major in Geography with a minor in
Film and Television Studies. I am writing this thesis as part of my graduation requirements from
the Honor’s College.
I lived in the Old North End during the summer of 2014 and have been living there again since
the beginning of 2015. I live on Walnut Street with other students enrolled at the University of
Vermont.
I moved to the Old North End partly because it was cheaper but also because of my initial
perceived understanding of the culture of the neighborhood. This culture or lifestyle is best
described as artistic, or bohemian.
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•
•
•
•
•

I do not pay my own rent.
I am not originally from Vermont. I am not American.
I am male and visibly not white.
I am interested in issues of race and ethnicity.
I have worked with refugee resettlement programs in Burlington, Vermont.

These factors affect my research in very real ways. For instance, the fact I lived in the Old North End
during the duration of this project meant that I was constantly interacting with my subject of study and
this undoubtedly influenced my ability to write about this place. The fact that I am male and brown
affects the ways I move through space and how I react to other bodies in space as well as how they
react to me. My various communities in the Old North End inscribe me to certain cultures or imaginaries
present in the neighborhood but exclude me from others. I do not spend much time with working class
residents. I am not friends with many refugees or immigrants living in the neighborhood. Most of my
friends in the Old North End are students or recent graduates. This affects the spaces in the Old North
End I am most comfortable documenting, the spaces I think are most significant to this study, and the
types of things I pay more attention to. For instance, I pay particularly more attention to issues of race
than I do of class and this is evident in my research.
I am very hesitant writing about working-class residents living in the neighborhood. Not identifying with
the working-class myself, I am very careful in the ways I describe working-class residents in my desire
not to stereotype them. Whereas I am quite comfortable talking about refugees and ethnically distinct
residents of the Old North End, I am more anxious when it comes to people outside my perceived zone
of comfort. While the experiences and understandings of working-class residents do emerge in my
research, they are less explicit than other neighborhood narratives that I describe.
I also do not address the experience of families living in the Old North End. This is because I do not know
many families living in the Old North End. I also did this research in the winter and did not observe many
families outside and did not have access to domestic spaces in the Old North End where undoubtedly a
lot of family activity occurs.
Furthermore, I am not separate from the various discourses that inscribe themselves onto the Old North
End. My first impression of the Old North End was that it has a distinct sense of identity but for reasons I
cannot specifically articulate. Thereafter, my understanding of the space was shaped by the various
experiences and narratives I heard about the neighborhood: whether they involved attending an applecider celebration, or hearing horror stories of the crimes and rampant drug use in the neighborhood.
These all affect how I imagine the neighborhood and also my ability to produce knowledge about the
neighborhood.
Prior to this project, I imagined the Old North End as an artist’s haven, or a part of Burlington that had
not yet become commercialized like downtown Church Street. I apologize in advance for my tendency to
focus on this ‘counter-cultural narrative’ present in the Old North End, particularly at the expense of
other experiences and perceptions. My goal is not to suggest that the Old North End is primarily an
artist’s haven, but to disrupt my own ability, or anyone’s ability, to conceive of the Old North End as a
singular space experienced in a singular way. Of course, the irony is that in attempting to do this – my
own bounded experiences of the Old North End are revealed in my research. I hope is that this acts as a
testament to the multiplicity of ways residents’ perceptions of the Old North End are bounded by their
own experiences of the neighborhood.
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Literature Review
I have chosen to map out numerous spatial imaginaries of the Old North End in my attempt to gain
insight into the different ways residents imagine, understand and experience the neighborhood. The
literature I focus on involves various processes of urban change, specifically how different forms of
development or demographic shifts impact the way a place is understood and enacted. Since my
research questions involve the applicability of gentrification on the neighborhood, as well as the impact
of refugee resettlement, I delve into these areas of study. I am interested to see to what extent these
processes of urban change contribute and impact the way the Old North End of Burlington, Vermont is
imagined and understood. However before I do this, I begin by situating my study in theoretical
traditions of space and place in human geography.
1. Space and Spatial Imaginaries
Space and place are central concepts in the discipline of human geography, and it is within these
theoretical traditions I situate my study of the Old North End. Prior to the late 1980s and 1990s, human
geography was mostly regulated as a field of area studies, interested in mapping out essentialist
bounded regions of the world (Soja 1989). This production of knowledge — of seeing areas of the world
as discrete and not fluid — not only essentializes many regions in the world, but also conceives space as
a rigid neutral playing field of interaction. Space was either seen as “a mental construct or a physical
form” (Soja 1989: 18). Mapping the Old North End through such a lens would render the neighborhood
static, dull and rigid. Instead, I situate my work in more contemporary understandings of space drawing
on literature that deals with post-structuralist understandings of space, spatial imaginaries, identity and
spatial contestation. Finally, I draw on literature exploring epistemological approaches that geographers
have explored to map out a space.
Prior to the 1980s, space had been conceived as a neutral playing field, but thinkers such as Edward Soja
in 1989 and Henri Leferbvre in 1974 challenged this positivist understanding of space for a more
dynamic conceptual framework. Drawing on the later work of Foucault, who ceded in his later life that,
“space is fundamental in any form of communal life; space is fundamental in any exercise of power”
(Foucault 2001: 361). These thinkers saw space as a field of social interaction with various forms of
power relations and dominance. Leferbvre argued there exists an “actually lived and socially created
spatiality, concrete and abstract at the same time, the habitus of social practices” (Soja 1989: 18). In
other words, space was no longer a neutral playing ground but a field of constant contestation and
possibility. Furthermore, in this theorization, space was not simply a medium acted upon but is created
by a multitude of actors. In other words, the Old North End is not simply a neighborhood in which
different residents interact, but it is a space that is created by the interrelations of these different
residents, and the power dynamics within. Massey, in For Space (2005), further extends this notion of
multiplicity in the creation of space, when she asks,
“What if space is the sphere not of a discrete multiplicity of inert things, even one which is
thoroughly interrelated? What if, instead, it presents us with a heterogeneity of practices and
processes? Then it will be not an already-interconnected whole but an ongoing product of
interconnections and not. Then it will be always unfinished and open… This is space as the
sphere of dynamic simultaneity, constantly disconnected by new arrivals, constantly waiting to
be determined (and therefore always undetermined) by the construction of new relations. It is
always being made and always therefore, in a sense, unfinished (expect that ‘finishing is not on
the agenda)” (Massey 107).
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The Old North End is not static but products of the various way different actors imagined and have the
power to enact the space. Massey further offers three useful propositions about space that elaborate on
this notion of fluidity: that space is a product of interrelations; that space is a sphere of possibility for
multitude; that space is always being constructed; and that “if space is indeed the product of
interrelations, then it must be predicated upon the existence of plurality” (Massey 9). I use these
questions to situate my own research of the Old North End. The Old North End in this light becomes a
space that is fluid and dynamic, constantly contested by the various spatial imaginaries of residents of
the neighborhood, and whose identities and experiences in turn are impacted and shaped by the
neighborhood.
This brings to attention the issue of contestation: if space is no longer a neutral playing ground, it
becomes a site of contestation, compromise and tension. I combine this issue with that of identity
because of the way the two are inexplicably linked in the context of space. This is because, “place-based
struggles are simultaneously struggles for and negotiations over identity, social bounds and material
reproduction — with appropriation and control of space being central in this process” (Nagar 1998:
231). While there is a vast array of literature on this topic, I draw mainly from urban geographies to
understand the various ways residents imagine, experience and understand the Old North End. This is
primarily because the Old North End is technically an urban space, even if in size it does compare to
more traditional urban sites. A central theme that recurs in the literature about contestation and urban
spaces is that of difference. Difference is often cited as the mechanism through which contestation in
space occurs. This is because our spatial imaginaries vary since “we inhabit different cities even from
those inhabited by our most immediate neighbors” (Jacobs 1998: 1). In this light, the literature suggests
that “empowerment, oppression, and exclusion work through regimes of difference” (Jacobs 1998: 2).
Such difference is not only evident in terms of class, but also in regards to gender, race, ethnicity,
culture and other important positionalities. However, “emphasizing difference then does not mean
simply charting new, more nuanced, uneven geographies of the city. It also means attempting to map
the various ways that specificity — both social and spatial — can transform structures of power and
privilege, the ways the oppressed groups can, through a politics of identity and a politics of place,
reclaim rights, resist and subvert” (Jacobs 1998: 2).
Furthermore, the literature argues that “different places and space cannot be thought of as simple
stages on which these processes [of contestation] play out, because the appropriation of place and
control over material space are in fact central pivots in struggles for and negotiations over identities,
social boundaries, and material reproduction” (Nagar 1998: 246). Contestation in the Old North End is,
therefore, not simply the right to exert dominance in one’s spatial imaginary, but also the right to
identity as situated in the neighborhood. In addition, more recent scholars have challenged the notion
of bounded identities in space. “Rather than thinking of about identities as solidified around one or two
social traits such as ethnicity, or gender, or stage in the life cycle or sexuality, identities are conceived as
a process, as performed and as unstable” (Pratt 1998: 26). This suggests that spatial contestation cannot
be mapped out through the different imaginaries of different identities present in the neighborhood, as
their identities are fluid, and are in some regards functions of the space itself. Dalby and Mackenzie
(1997) further point out that spatial contestation and political struggle may be key factors in
constructing community on top of situating an individual as belonging to a neighborhood, or in other
words, as a local. In addition, I would like to point out that even within a particular demographic group,
contesting the space for a particular imaginary might not be shared. Anderson in her study of
Aboriginals in a small Australian town, suggests that while contestation did occur in context of white
residents, such contestation was not necessarily cooperative (1998). The implication for this in my study
of the Old North End is that while there are various identities in the neighborhood the various spatial
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imaginaries present cannot be fully mapped as essentialized to these identities. In other words, the
spatial imaginaries present among refugees of the Old North End are not wholly distinct from the
imaginaries of incoming college students in the neighborhood. Furthermore, there are no solidified
spatial imaginary among either refugees living in the neighborhood, nor college students. Therefore, as I
map the patterns present, it is important to situate data collected in these conceptions of identity and
spatial contestation.
However, the glaring problem in all this is how to accomplish this? If space is so fluid and contested, how
do I hope to produce knowledge of the Old North End that reflects this dynamism? This is a major
theoretical concern in methodological approaches in Human Geography. While at a later point in this
paper, I will discuss my specific methodology in conducting this research; here I will offer some literature
regarding more broadly the mapping of space. It is true that “maps (and other forms of representation)
produce knowledge in specific ways and with specific categories that then has affects” (Crampton 2010:
9). Even though these “categories are useful, at the same time they encourage some ways of being and
not others” (Crampton 2010: 9). There are certain ways in which I could produce this research, which
would categorize and bound the different ways residents imagine, experience and understand the Old
North End, while not conveying the fluidity of experiences in the neighborhood. Any representation of
space is, thereby, problematic in that it cannot capture the totality of experiences and relations in that
space. Cope. M et al. ask “How can we make knowledge claims in face of such ambiguity?” (2009: 173).
This has led human geographers to turn to alternative productions of knowledge, which value the
legitimacy of partial truths. In “Qualitative GIS: A mixed-methods approach”, Cope et al. argue that
production of knowledge on space needs to be treated as “as partial (no-one can know the whole truth)
and situated (knowledge depends on our situations and positions)” (2009: 5). I will explain later the
importance of mixed-method approaches in producing knowledge about space that acknowledges the
fluid, contradictory nature of space. This type of knowledge production results “in complementary,
contradictory, or subtly nuanced and intersecting multiple truths, each of which can be thoroughly
explored to foster more robust explanations” (Cope 2009: 172). To recall, again, what Rebecca Solnit
suggests in her creative atlas about New Orleans, Unfathomable City, “every city is unfathomable,
infinite, impossible to describe, because it exists in innumerable versions, because no two people live in
quite the same city but live side by side in parallel universes that may or may not intersect, because the
minute you map it the map become obsolete, because the place is constantly arising and decaying”
(2013: 1). The Old North End is an example of such a city, even if it is merely a neighborhood. This
research attempts to echo this chaos, while acknowledging that the Old North End is a lived-place with
real interactions that continue to go on every day. I present my research on the neighborhood not as a
‘concrete’ guide to the different ways residents imagine, understand and experience the neighborhood,
but rather in partiality.
It is within these theoretical traditions I situate my study of the different spatial imaginaries of Old North
End. I now turn to the literature of gentrification and refugee resettlement to see how they might
explain or contextualize spatial imaginaries in the Old North End.
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2. Gentrification
Gentrification is a contested term, and therefore its application to the Old North End is somewhat
complicated. There are undoubtedly several indicators that suggest the processes of gentrification in the
neighborhood, such as increased investment, development and the opening of businesses catering to a
wealthier population. However, the problem is that the term has come to describe a broad range of
phenomena that all tend to describe urban change, and a shift in demographics from poorer residents to
wealthier residents. Furthermore, the challenge here is not to determine whether or not gentrification is
present in the Old North End, but how these processes of change play into residents’ conceptions of the
neighborhood. In this regard, it is important to note how such processes associated with gentrification
are received; as well as the various ways scholars have mapped out the shifting spatial imaginaries
associated with gentrification.
A lot of literature has arisen in the last few decades about gentrification and the role it has in
transforming cities. Gentrification generally describes the on-going process in which “many working
class neighborhoods in cities throughout the advanced capitalist world have been transformed into
middle-class reserves” (Smith 1987: 462). This usually includes the physical transformation or
improvement of the housing stock, which in turns raises the rent; the displacement and replacement of
the working-class and/or people of color communities that lived there prior; as well as substantial
changes in place-identity as seen by the times of businesses and people drawn to sites of gentrification
(Hamnett 2003). However, as Atkinson and Bridge raise in their concept of ‘global gentrification’, the
scope of gentrification requires generalization because it is now “occurring in a range of differentiated
ways in diverse cities” (2005: 16). Owens, for instance, describes alternative definitions of gentrification
that may explain varying understandings of urban change. She posits marginal gentrification, in which a
neighborhood is transformed by a highly educated but not necessarily wealthy demographic;
neighborhood upgrading, which refers to the process of younger families replacing older families in a
neighborhood; and incumbent upgrading referring to neighborhood revitalization that does not involve
the drastic replacement of population (Owens 2012). There is also the concept of ‘studentification’
described by Darren Smith as forms of gentrification that incurs the growing presence of a college
student population (2005: 73). These theoretical frameworks provide alternative approaches to
understanding the nuanced processes of gentrification occurring at numerous different sites around the
world.
While the term gentrification is more commonly associated with a negative connotation, it is important
to note that this is not a universal sentiment. For instance, Atkinson describes that for planners
processes of gentrification are more likely to be described as urban revitalization. This is because the
“physical rehabilitation of neighborhoods by new homeowners allowed improvement, often without
public subsidy… and the change of image of neighborhoods associated with renewal may invite further
investment and alter social ecology of an area” (Atkinson 2003: 118). In addition, Kennedy et al. describe
how processes of gentrification can be associated with decentralization of poverty and increase in racial
and economic diversity (2001: 23). Within such conceptions, changes incurred by gentrification are seen
as positive in a neighborhood. However, the majority of scholars engaged in the issue of gentrification,
including Atkinson, see gentrification as a negative process of development, whereby an original
population is forced to move due to the arrival of an array of market factors and incoming wealthier
residents. Atkinson lists the negative impacts of gentrification that include the rise of speculative
property, the displacement of long-standing residents and businesses and the increase of community
resentment and conflict (2003: 199). However, the literature suggests that it is the issue of displacement
or removal of the original population that scholars are most interested in. As Karsten explains, “as a
result of either displacement or replacement, it becomes difficult for lower income groups to continue
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living in central urban areas, let alone settle in gentrified districts” (2014: 176). In addition, Fullilove
(2004) describes the concept of emotional ecosystems, which refer to the very intimate ways people are
tied to landscapes they grew up in, and the resulting trauma in not only having to move, but seeing their
neighborhoods transformed by new residents. Gentrification, through these dual frameworks, informs
our understanding of how increased investment and development is experienced by residents of a
gentrifying site. While the majority of literature expresses a negative assessment of gentrification, it is
important to note the ways and means different residents of a place actually experience and imagine
these processes.
Furthermore, there are different ways processes of gentrification are mapped onto people’s
imaginaries: in other words, there are different ways in which residents understand the root causes of
gentrification. For example, whether or not gentrification is seen as a product of incoming wealthier
residents, or rather the function of market forces — granted that this does not have to be an either/or
situation. Smith suggests that gentrification is a product of the ‘rent gap’. The rent gap describes the
difference between the current rental value of a property and the rental value that is possible from
wealthier residents (Smith 1987). From this point of view, gentrification is the result of the desire of
newer residents to live somewhere more cheaply, relative to their own wealth, thereby increasing the
cost of housing for residents who were present before. This economic explanation of gentrification
emphasizes the role of the market in understanding the changes incurred during gentrification. From
this point of view, gentrification may be seen simply by residents as an effect of market forces. On the
other hand, gentrification through a cultural framework suggests how new residents affect the
predominate lifestyles present in a place. Smith describes gentrification theorists who suggest that there
is a desire among the “young, usually professional, and middle-class” to move to places in the city for
the lifestyle present (1987: 578). Gentrification, therefore, not only involves a shift from working to
middle-class but a life-style and cultural change as well.
Scholars have noted two stages of gentrification that can generally describe the process whereby a
neighborhood is transformed from primarily working-class to professional upper-middle-class
demographics (Atkinson 2003: 7). The first stage involves the movement of artists and other selfdescribed bohemians into a historically working-class part of the city (Walks 2008: 296). Florida asserts
these individuals function as the creative class: youthful talent, energy and creativity that revitalize and
drive the economy in a site previously economically inactive (2006). There are several reasons why such
artists or bohemians may be drawn to live in a working-class city. Lloyd suggests a prime motivation may
be that the grit and decay of a working-class part of the city may act as a backdrop to the artist’s own
imaginary (2010). He suggests, “Through identification with the gritty neighborhood, participants
reassure themselves of their legitable claim to edginess” (Llyod 2010: 100). This notion of authenticity is
a particularly significant aspect of the literature concerning cultural explanations of gentrification, both
in how a site of gentrification is conceived and then re-imagined by incoming residents. Zukin describes
the ambiguous notion of authenticity and describes it in regards to the “pursuit of identity in ‘real’
places, ‘real’ experiences and a ‘real’ self” (2009: 545) that has arisen in the face of modernity and
landscapes that have become superficial. For instance, the historical narrative of a neighborhood is one
way in which authenticity is created and enacted and may be a factor that draws artists to a region. Yet
Zukin argues that, “although a new place identity may play off elements of the area’s past — and
present itself as respectful of the community’s authenticity — social and cultural networks of new
producers and consumers create, nurture, and often capitalize on a complete — new sense of place”
(Zukin 164). The key point in Zukin’s theorization of gentrification is that while authenticity may be an
important contributing value to why ‘artist residents’ move into a wealthier neighborhood, this concept
of authenticity is ultimately a constructed fiction in many ways. Artists and self-described bohemians
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may be drawn to a part of town as a way to escape the perils of modernity and claim an authenticity,
but ultimately they play a significant part in re-inscribing meaning at that place.
The second stage of gentrification, describes “the movement of young urban professionals who are
drawn to the place-identity cultivated by the artists even if their own lifestyles do not necessarily match
it” (Lloyd 2010: 242). Young professionals, according to the literature, refer to “young upwardly mobile
professionals of the baby-boom generation” who are associated with “a life-style devoted to personal
careers and individualistic consumption” (Smith 1986: 151). Smith notes that it is, “undeniable that
professional, managerial, and upper level administrative personnel in the expanding sectors are heavily
represented among gentrifiers” (Smith 1986: 154). Lloyd reflects that, “artistic subcultures animate the
fantasy lives of young people… even urban professionals with college education agitate for
participation” (Lloyd 2010: 242). While this seems somewhat like speculation on the part of Lloyd, it still
suggests the way in which a specific spatial imaginary fostered by the first wave of gentrifiers — the
artists — influences young professionals to move into the neighborhood. It is this second wave of
incomers who complete the transformation of a working-class neighborhood to one that is primarily
middle-class. The entrance of young professionals often in turn displaces artists, who in turn began the
process of displacing the original residents. However, “by deriding the soulless search for security [of
young professionals], local artists make their own commitment to risk into an expression of comparative
value” (Lloyd 2010: 126). In other words, in the imaginary of this bohemian wave of gentrifiers, the
artists see themselves as victims of displacement by wealthier young professionals.
Furthermore, the entrance of young professionals, more so than artists, commonly leads to new
commercial businesses opening up in the neighborhood. Karsten describes how, “The connection
between the newly arrived gentrifiers and the opening of new consumption spaces has been widely
studied” (2014: 176). The effect of gentrification, particularly in regards to the presence of young
professionals, not only shifts the demographic characteristics of a neighborhood, but also transforms
the very conditions of the neighborhood through the closing and opening of new stores and businesses.
Ultimately, these “waves of changes in consumption spaces parallel successive waves of residential
gentrification, with wealthy cultural consumers and home buyers the ‘supergentrifiers’ replacing the
poorer artists and middle class professionals who first discover a neighborhood’s authentic aura (Zukin
2009: 732).
It is important to note that while scholars have attempted to map out these stages of gentrification,
such urban transformation is by no means a normative linear process. As suggested earlier, normative
understandings of gentrification are being complicated by the multiple processes through which cities
undergo urban change and previous inhabitants are displaced. For instance, Rose “proposes that
‘gentrification’ is a chaotic concept… that a multiplicity of processes, rather than a single causal process,
produce changes in the occupation of inner-city neighborhoods from lower to higher income residents”
(Smith 1968: 159). While the literature I just reviewed outlines general patterns of gentrification, it is
important to remember that numerous other processes and factors are at work that complicate our
notions of gentrification, particularly in relation to a specific site or context. For example, traditionally
gentrification is mapped out in major urban centers such as New York City or Chicago, and the original
population displaced often involves a majority of people of color. The Old North End is neither located in
a major urban center, nor are the original residents being replaced primarily people of colour.
There is less in the literature that explores gentrification in non-traditional and in smaller-settings. While
the processes described above apply to this neighborhood in a variety of ways, it is also evident they are
not wholly sufficient in understanding the particulars and nuances of urban transformation in the
neighborhood. An example of this is the intersection of refugee resettlement and gentrification. There is
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surprisingly very little in the literature that attempts to understand the collision of these two processes.
Murdie in his study of gentrification in a Portuguese enclave in Toronto, for instance, calls attention to
the fact that,
“gentrification processes and contemporary patterns of immigrant settlement and
resettlement are sufficiently similar in many cities that there is considerable potential for
comparative study and the ultimate development of a more general understanding of the
impact of gentrification on immigrant settlement” (2010: 20).
Furthermore, Murdie suggests, “research has also focused more on gentrifiers and the process of
gentrification than on the experiences of non-gentrifiers living in gentrifying neighborhoods, many of
whom are likely to be displaced” (2010: 2). I attempt to address both these issues later on in this thesis.
This research situates itself in the literature of gentrification in several regards. Since gentrification is a
chaotic process, there are a several ways such urban transformation impacts different residents’
experiences and imaginaries of the neighborhood. For instance, in this study I hope to map out whether
residents see the processes of urban change in the neighborhood as processes of gentrification; and
whether these changes are seen as positive or negative. Furthermore, I am interested in what residents
believe to be the root causes of gentrification, as this determines how change in the neighborhood is
imagined. I will also attempt to map out the various cultural and spatial contestations of gentrification
as they play out in the Old North End. Yet, while gentrification is an appropriate framework to situate
the experiences of residents in the Old North End, it is not complete — and I draw from literature on
refugee resettlement to contextualize another important form of urban transformation that the
neighborhood is undergoing.
3. Refugee Resettlement
The Old North End is a major site of refugee resettlement not only in the city of Burlington, but also in
the state of Vermont. Combined with the nearby towns of Winooski and Essex Junction, these three
areas make up the main places that refugees are resettled once they arrive in the state. It is therefore
important to understand how the Old North End acts as a site of resettlement, both in terms of how
resettled residents may understand the space and how resettled residents may reshape the space. It is
further important to understand how other residents, or the ‘receiving community’, of the Old North
End reacts to such resettlement particularly in regards to their own imaginaries and experiences of the
neighborhood.
The majority of literature on refugee resettlement “has tended to focus on traditional resettlement
sites, primarily within metropolitan areas and — in the US — states such as California, Texas, New York,
Illinois and Florida” (Bose 2014: 6). This is because historically, the majority of refugees to the United
States found themselves in major urban centers such as New York City and Los Angeles in the states
mentioned above. However, the patterns of refugee resettlement across the United States are starting
to change, and more and more refugees are resettled in non-traditional settings such as the Old North
End in Burlington, Vermont. These non-traditional settings are often “small and mid-sized towns, often
in regions that are much less diverse or accustomed to integrating newcomers” (Bose 2014: 4).
Unfortunately, there is relatively little literature both on how refugees may experience and reshape
these non-traditional settings, as well how receiving communities may react. While there is definitely
overlap between the challenges identified in literature involving resettlement to larger cities; “there are
other disadvantages, as well as advantages, to settling in smaller cities” (Carter 2009: 309) that are
worth discussing. Spatial imageries that are constructed in resettlement occurring in large urban centers
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accustomed to the flow of immigrants are distinct from the experiences and tensions that arise from
resettlement in non-traditional settings. “For the first time in living memory, millions of natives lacking
any experience with foreigners are now having and will continue to have direct and sustained contact
with unassimilated immigrants. In the new destinations, moreover, immigrants will have few
institutional resources to rely on to bridge the social and cultural gap” (Massey 2008: 352). Some of
these unique challenges include the, “multiple language spoken in their schools, interpreters needed at
county hospitals and courts, religious practices that required accommodations in the workplace”
(McGrath 2009: 6). Also, “community organizations in smaller communities often lack the capacity,
expertise, or resources necessary to adequately handle resettlement, and smaller host communities
often have little knowledge or experience of multiculturalism and refugees issues which can lead to
racism and discrimination in general” (Carter 2009: 310). In addition, refugees may still be dealing with
issues of post-traumatic stress disorder as a result of the reasons they are refugees as well as their
migration to their new destination. Smaller settings and non-traditional small towns often lack the
resources to meet these needs, whereas major urban centers more than likely have the infrastructure to
meet such requirements.
Non-traditional settings are often racially and ethnically homogenous and this provides a unique
situation for refugees, as they must situate themselves in a locale that is unaccustomed to such
diversity. There are two reasons why this is significant. On the one hand, refugees must attempt to
situate themselves in a spatial imaginary that has otherwise been fairly homogenous and not open to
incoming migrants who are ethnically and racially distinct. Contrary to popular belief, Vermont is a
highly racialized ‘white’ state, and this whiteness is, thereby, inscribed in the Old North End. Vanderbeck
describes this racialized whiteness as an “authentic Yankee whiteness” embedded with values of
liberalism and progressivism that is constructed in opposition to conservative “southern whiteness”
(2006: 642). This is important because more recent refugees to Burlington are often visibly ethnically
and racially ‘other’. In predominately white spaces, nonwhite refugees must situate themselves and
their identities in a space that is remarkably not their own. In addition, according to Barrett and
Roediger, current immigrants and refugees to the United States, racialized as black or brown, have far
less chance at integrating successfully into society (1997: 4).
The second reason the homogeneity of non-traditional sites of resettlement is important is that,
“refugees are coming to smaller centers where there are few others of their particular ethnic or racial
group. This reduces their social support, the attraction of the center and the likelihood they will stay in
the community” (Carter 2009: 310). Unlike a major urban center where the identity of a refugee may be
inscribed into the landscape, in a non-traditional setting like Burlington, Vermont refugees are left to
understand their identities in space without the help of long established communities that share their
countries of origin, or ethnicity. It is in the context of this homogeneity of non-traditional settings that
refugees in Vermont find themselves. While Portes suggests that “migration can transform the ‘looks’
and ethnic composition of the working class without altering the basic social order” (Portes 20), it
remains to be seen how resettlement impacts and changes the imaginaries, understandings and
experiences of residents in Old North End.
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Historical Context: The Old North End
To understand the Old North End as it is at the present historic moment, we need to contextualize its
history. This is because a neighborhood such as the Old North End does not simply arise out of a vacuum
but rather is tied to the various contestations and struggles that occurred before it.
Up until 1830, the city of Burlington was simply another New England village of relative insignificance. It
was only when the Champlain Canal was opened in 1823 and connected Lake Champlain to the Hudson
River and the major port of New York City that the village started expanding into a major urban center in
the region. By connecting the ports new, raw materials and products could be shipped from one place to
another. On the next page, Figure 1 shows one of the earliest city plans by Ammi Burham Youn:

Figure 3. Burlington City Plan 1830 (UVM Historic Preservation Program)

By looking closely at this map, one can see the sparse population of the Old North End and the rest of
the city. The development of the canal led to the expansion of various industries in the city many of
which were located in the Old North End, which at the time was simply called the North End. For
instance, one of the largest industries in the city of Burlington was lumber. In 1873 Burlington was the
third largest lumber port in the United States of America (City of Burlington). Other important industries
that arose in the area include the cotton mills and the woolen mills. These also led to the creation of the
many businesses that serviced the workers at these various factories. In fact, the creation of such
industry in Burlington led to a great demand for labor and thousands migrated to the city to fill these
jobs. This sudden boom in population led to the creation of the Old North End because this was the part
of the city where the majority of workers resided. As the Vermont History Project records, “residential
houses in Burlington’s Old North End were built at this time for the influx of new workers” (Stadalnick
2003: online).
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It is important to note that many of these workers were immigrants who formed a variety of immigrant
enclaves in the Old North End. As Elin Anderson describes in her study of these different immigrant
populations, titled We Americans: A Story of Cleavage in an American City, “By 1880 there was a small
colony of Germans; by 1885 there were enough Jews to support a synagogue, and by 1890 a group of
Italians had come in to dig sewers, and to build roads at the military post sitauted five miles from
Burlington” (Anderson 1937: 20). Evidence of these ethnic enclaves are still inscribed in the Old North
End. These include signs that describe the history of the various immigrant populations in the
neighborhood. In addition, there is also the Ohavi Zedek Synagogue created in 1885 by eighteen Jewish
immigrants from Lithuania, which stands in the Old North End on Hyde Street. Elin Anderson provides an
in-depth look at the various experiences and understandings of these immigrants in this part of
Burlington. Her study of immigrants was done under the auspices of the Eugenics Survey of Vermont,
conducted in the 1920s and 1930s by the University of Vermont (Anderson 1937: 8). However, unlike
her colleagues, she used the study to deconstruct the notion of biological influences as determinants of
character and rather attempted to understand the experiences and interactions of various immigrants
from a sociological view point. Not only has the Old North End had a long history of immigrant
populations contesting the space, but furthermore, a study such as mine is not wholly new — there have
been prior mappings of the Old North End, as exemplified by Elin Anderson in the 1930s.
As Elin Anderson’s study suggests, there is a also historical context by which the Old North End is
understood as inferior and marginalized to the rest of Burlington, Vermont. This is evident in the fact
that the Old North End was established as an important site of study in the Eugenics Survey by the
University of Vermont (Anderson 1937: 10). Anderson describes what is now known as the Old North
End as,
“thickly settled, where there are few elm-arched avenues; where many houses are close
together and some are dark, unpainted boxes; where lawns are narrow strips of grass and the
children play in the streets for lack of any more suitable playground. This side of the city has its
own business section, which is frequented by the ‘other half’ of Burlington only when it seeks
a bargain” (1937: 10).
During this time, there were many Abenaki women who lived in the Old North End, in what was known
as Moccasin Village, who were victims of the Eugenics Program and often sterilized. Furthermore, the
different immigrant groups of the Old North End were seen to constitute a biological racial hiearchy that
the Eugenics program hoped to map and study. Undoubtedly this was likely linked to notions of
residents of the Old North End at the time as being foreigners or as poor.
Although theories around eugenics finally became outdated and many of the immigrant enclaves in the
Old North End disbanded as the wealthier families started moving elsewhere in the city, the workingclass ‘ghetto’ perception of this neighborhood has remained. Even though this working-class
demographic is now understood as primarily white, before World War 2, many immigrants dwelling in
the Old North End would have been racially classified as not white and ethnically “other”.
This notion that the Old North End houses immigrants has returned with the advent of refugee
resettlement in the 1980s. This began with the establishment of the Vermont Refugee Resettlement
Program, the institution that resettles refugees in Vermont. The majority of refugees resettled in the Old
North End in the 1980s arrived from Southeast Asia, namely Vietnam; in the 1990s it was mostly people
from Central European countries such as Bosnia; and from the 2000s onwards, refugees have arrived
from various countries in Africa, as well as Bhutan/Nepal. “The largest refugee populations currently in
Vermont are Bosnians, Vietnamese, and Nepali-speaking Bhutanese with significant numbers of Somali
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Bantu, Congolese, Sudanese, Burundians, Meskhetian Turks, Iraqis and Burmese also present” (Bose
2014: 9). There have only been 6300 refugees resettled in Vermont since the program began, and only a
portion of those have resided in the Old North End.
The final historical context I wish to situate in my study of the Old North End has more to do with the
state of Vermont as a whole. Starting in the 1960s and 1970s, “Vermont acquired a reputation for being
a haven for hippies and a hotbed for counter-cultural living” (Woodsmoke Productions, 1988-89). This
reflected many of the counter-cultural movements in the United States of the time, including communes
and alternative forms of living that emerged in Vermont. While these communes in Vermont mostly
disappeared by the 1990s, “what it left behind was a legacy of commitment to alternative energy,
alternative schools, art collectives, community gardens, farmers markets, food co-operatives, daycare
centers and women’s retreats” (Woodsmoke Productions, 1988-89). These concepts are reflected in
Robert Vanderbeck’s 2006 exploration of Vermont in terms of the state’s specific brand of whiteness. I
argue while these processes and trends were not specific to the Old North End, they provide a larger
context to situate both Burlington and the Old North End in regards to various spatial imaginaries and
understandings of the neighborhood.
It is important to note that many of the changes ocurring in the Old North End are not necessarily
unique to the Old North End. There are ways in which the processes occuring in the neighborhood at
present occurred elsewhere in the city at an earlier time. For instance, the South End of Burlington
underwent similar transformation a decade or so prior. Surrounding towns of Burlington are also
undergoing similar processes of change of the Old North End, such as the nearby town of Winooski.
While this is beyond the scope my research, it is important to situate processes of change in the Old
North End as occuring in a broader context within the greater Burlington area.
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Methodology
As I previously stated, my main research question in this study is:
•

What are the myriad of ways that the Old North End is imagined, understood and
experiences by residents of the neighborhood?

Two questions that relate to this are:
•
•

How do processes associated with gentrification function in the neighborhood in regards to
spatial imaginaries?
How does refugee resettlement affect the spatial imaginaries and contestation of the Old
North End?

This is primarily a qualitative study because I am interested in “human environments, individual
experiences, and social processes” (Winchester 2000: 3) present in the Old North End.
Since space is complex phenomena, I use surveys, written observation and documentation, archival
research and census data, as these modes of inquiry answer my research questions from a variety of
viewpoints. I use the surveys to collect data on residents’ own experiences and understandings of the
Old North End; written observation and photo documentation demand me to directly engage with the
neighborhood as a living text; and archival research of local newspaper articles and websites of various
businesses provide narratives on the different ways the Old North End is conceived. In addition, I use
census data, which allows me to juxtapose perceptions and discourses with actual trends occurring.
As with most qualitative research, particularly when a variety of methods are used, the results of this
data are seemingly all over the place. Yet the goal of my methodological design is to triangulate these
various data pools in order to a gain a more nuanced and accurate understanding of the Old North End.
As researchers in the Human Geography tradition have shown over and over again, the value of
triangulation is in its ability to compare the convergence or divergence of different forms of data
(Hussien 2009: 2). Equally important is my interest in positioning my research in regards to partiality, as
opposed to dominant and absolute productions of knowledge. In my research, therefore,
“Different data sources and methods of analysis are played off each other and collide in
different ways… resulting in complementary, contradictory, or subtly nuanced and intersecting
multiple truths, each of which can be thoroughly explored to foster more robust
explanations.” (Cope 2009: 172)
To understand and comprehend these various types of data I use discourse analysis, which I will
describe at the end of the chapter. The Old North End is a dynamic, ever-changing place and I put
forward this qualitative methodology as a productive way to answer the research questions
proposed in this study. Within this section, I will also reflect at various points on how my
positionality affects my research design.
1. Surveys
I used two online surveys to study how residents experience, imagine and understand the Old North
End. Surveys provide, “original data about people, their behavior and social interactions, attitudes and
opinions, and awareness of events” (O’Neil 147) present in the Old North End. The first survey was
distributed on January 24th 2015, while the second was distributed on February 6th 2015. I distributed
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the second survey after I realized there were important questions I had not asked in the first survey.
Whereas the first survey deals with respondent’s concerns of the neighborhood, the second survey
focusses more on how respondents enact the space. Some of these questions reflect my own
positionality in the neighborhood. For instance, in the first survey I ask respondents to check off any
concerns or issues they had in the Old North End. In the second survey, I ask respondents to check off
various sites they frequented in the Old North End. Both questions have an ‘other’ option, where
respondents may list alternative issues or places they frequent that I do not list in the question. Such
situations when respondents list other issues or places they frequent, the boundaries of my experiences
in the Old North End are revealed. This is because the ‘other’ answers are answers that did not cross my
mind when I created the survey: either issues in the neighborhood I was unaware about or places I did
not realize people frequented.
The surveys were distributed through Front Porch Forum, an online platform that connects residents of
a particular neighborhood by giving them the opportunity to communicate through a ‘newsletter’
emailed out daily. Ultimately, I received 74 respondents to the first survey distributed and 77
respondents to the second survey distributed. Even though these surveys were left open, most
respondents answered within the first few days. I will now discuss the various pros and cons in surveying
residents in answering my research questions.
One issue is representation. As there are an estimated 10 600 residents in the Old North End, these
respondents make up less than 0.01% of residents in the neighborhood. In addition, I have no way to
ascertain how many respondents to the first survey also answered the second survey, and how many
respondents answered exclusively only one. However the demographic information I collected on each
survey suggests that residents with similar backgrounds answered the survey each time. For instance,
there were almost no self-identified refugees or immigrants who answered the survey and only a small
portion of collect students. The sample of residents who did reply to the survey were also not
proportionally representative of the various demographics in the neighborhood. I use the following
table to illustrate this problem:

DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORY

COLLEGE STUDENTS

% OF RESPONDENTS TO SURVEY
#1

ACS 2013 5-YEAR ESTIMATES
(% OF POPULATION)

Current: 14.5%

Enrolled in Public University:
22%

Recently Finished: 12.9%
IMMIGRANT OR REFUGEES

1.2%

Foreign Born Population: 14.7%

LONG-STANDING RESIDENT

50%

No comparable census data.

Table 1. Proportional Representation of Survey Data.

This table illustrates various issues in attempting to compare the proportional representation of my
respondents to all the residents of the neighborhood. First off, these demographic categories do not
represent solidified identities in the Old North End. It is not as if an ‘immigrant’ could not also be a
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‘college student.’ Another problem is that demographic information I ask for in the survey is not
necessarily equivalent to the information collected by the American Community Survey. The table shows
that while I asked residents whether or not they saw themselves as long-standing residents, there was
no census data available to determine how long residents had lived in the Old North End. Furthermore,
distributing the surveys through Front Porch Forum meant that only residents registered on that
website with access to the Internet and able to speak English were able to respond. This in itself
suggests an important way in which my access to the residents of the Old North End is bounded.
Another important issue related to this is how Front Porch Forum inscribes the borders of the
neighborhood. As I discuss in my introduction, although the Old North End is a definite neighborhood in
Burlington, the specific boundaries of space differ depending on who is asked. This means that the
survey was available to a set of residents, some of who lived in parts of Burlington that not everyone
would consider the Old North End. However, as I explain in my introduction, I maintain a flexible
definition of the Old North End to account for the various ways the neighborhood is understood. Based
on Front Porch Forum, the Old North End is bounded by Park Street towards the west, North Winooski
Avenue to the east, Intervale to the north, and Pearl Street to the south. The following map, while
showing the Old North End in relation to the City Wards, can be used to map out Front Porch Forum’s
boundaries.

Figure 1. Map of Old North End. Burlington Free Press January 12, 2012.

As my survey data is not representative of the whole neighborhood, and because I am interested in
various spatial imaginaries present in the Old North End, it is important in attesting to different themes
and patterns that arise in residents’ perception. This survey data is particularly useful in understanding
the experiences of residents who identify themselves as long-standing and active members of the
community. There were the characteristics the majority of respondents checked-off in the actual survey.
Since all respondents were asked to answer exactly the same set of questions, it is also easy to compare
answers and determine patterns among different responses. For instance, using surveys provided
multiple perspectives on what residents’ perceptions of the actual issues of the neighborhood.
Furthermore, as with most online research, the strength of this approach is the, “speed and cost
reduction in comparison to more traditional data collection methods” (Leeuw 2012: 68). This is
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evidenced by the more than 70 responses I received within the first couple of days of distributing the
survey.
Babbie offers to researchers, “ultimately you must balance the advantages and disadvantages of the
different methods in relation to your research needs and resources” (2014: 279). Since my survey data is
not representative of the whole neighborhood, I use other methodological approaches in my study to
address the discourses and understandings of the neighborhood not present in this particular set of
data.
2. Written Observation and Photographic Documentation
I use written observation and photo documentation to determine and contextualize other discourses
and spatial narratives present in the neighborhood. Unlike other methodological approaches,
observation and documentation “construct an in-depth interpretation of a particular time and place
through direct experience” (Kearns 2000: 193). My written observation and photo documentation
reflect my own boundaries and understanding of space in the neighborhood. This is particularly
important because I lived in the Old North End throughout the duration of this research.
I conducted written observation and photo documentation in two ways. The first approach was that in
late January and early February of 2015, I would wake up fairly early in the morning and walk around the
neighborhood taking pictures and making various observations that seemed relevant to my research
questions. I focused my attention in terms of the specific research questions in this study. For instance, I
paid attention to the various ways the presence of refugees is inscribed into the landscape. This
matched up with another research project I was conducting at the same time as this research with the
adviser of this thesis, Professor Bose, which explores specifically the experiences of refugees in nontraditional destinations.
My other approach involved sitting in certain commercial or public places in the Old North End for about
an hour and vigorously taking note of anything relevant to my research questions. The sites where I
conducted sit-spots are listed in Table 2.
Name of Place

Location

Description

Barrio Bakery

North Winooski Avenue

A café that is open in mornings.
Several nights a week, it sells pizza
accompanied by live music.

Psychedelicatessen

North Winooski Avenue

A non-profit organization that
describes itself as a “mind
expansion center.”

Sunshine Laundry &
Dry

Archibald Street

Laundromat.

Dot’s Market

Archibald Street

Convenience store.

J & M Market

Archibald Street

Convenience store.

Dewey Park

Walnut Street, Elmwood
Street, and Spring Street

Small neighborhood park currently
expanding.
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Roosevelt Park

Walnut Street

A much larger park with fields and
basketball courts.

Old North Ender

North Street

A neighborhood pub.

Table 2. Sit-spots in the Old North End.

I also took notes during the Ramble, an annual neighborhood art’s festival that occurs in the Old North
End. There are several other important sites in the Old North End that I did not formally document.
These include Nunyuns, another neighborhood café, the ONE Art’s Center, T-Ruggs Tavern as well as
various other convenience stores and ethnic food stores located on North Street. I will discuss later the
significance of this and how it indicates my own boundaries present in the neighborhood.
Additionally, I lived in the Old North End during the entire length of this research study as well as in the
summer of 2014. I believe this is important to note for various reasons. While I did not partake in formal
observation of all the various public and commercial sites in the Old North End, as a by-product of living
in the neighborhood I interacted and engaged in these places in other ways. In basic terms, I bought
food at the various convenience stores on North Street and I have sat and eaten at Nunyuns. Granted
my interactions at these places are not in lieu of structured research: these experiences still
undoubtedly inform how I interpret the neighborhood on my own accord. Therefore, I again need to
establish my positionality in conducting observation and documentation of the Old North End.
Positionality, “refers to the researcher’s social location, personal experience, and theoretical viewpoint,
the relational and institutional contexts of the research, and the bearing of these elements on the
research process itself” (Suffla 2015: 16). On the one hand, the fact that I lived in the Old North End
while I conducted this research situates me somewhere between an ‘observer-as-participant’ and a
‘participant-as-observer’ as articulated by sociologist, Raymond Gold. According to Gold, an ‘observeras-participant’ describes a researcher who is a newcomer to a certain place (Gold 1958: 221), whereas a
‘participant-as-observer’ refers to a researcher seeking to understand a locality they belong to (Gold
1958: 220). I inhabit both these forms of participant observations because while I was a resident of the
Old North End my presence there was both recent and temporary. In this way, I was both observing and
documenting this space as a newcomer and also a resident.
Furthermore, my positionality as discussed in an earlier chapters, structures my interest in refugee
resettlement in the Old North End, my awareness of the various counter-cultural discourses present, as
well as how I react to and experience different events and places in the neighborhood. It also affects my
decision in taking notes in some sites in the Old North End in terms of how comfortable I felt doing so at
that locale. For example, the reason I did not take observational notes at T-Ruggs Tavern is my own
nervousness in entering this space. I situate myself in these various positions in order to be critically
reflexive of my formal observation and documentation of the Old North End; and also to allow readers
to make their own judgements based on my limitations as embodied researcher in the space.
This is ultimately why I use photo documentation on top of the written observations. Photography offers
readers the chance to interact with my data more directly than my written observations. As Collier
suggests, “Photography is an abstracting process of observation but very different from the
fieldworker’s inscribed notebook where information is preserved in literate code” (1986: 8). Even
though photographs like written observations are mediated through the researcher — through choice of
angle and composition — they still allow readers to engage with data more directly. Photographs allow
the possibility of interpretation separate from my own written notes about the Old North End. They
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stand to counter the inevitable limitations of my written observations due to my various positions in the
neighborhood. Figure 4 below shows a sample of my photo documentation of the Old North End:
Figure 4. Sample of My Photo Documentation of Old North End.

House on Archibald Street.
Sign at Dewey Park

J & M’s Convenience Store

Children’s Mural of Old North End

Dewey Park

Mawuhi African
Market
Counter-Culture in Old North End
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3. Archival Research
The final qualitative mode of inquiry I use in this study is archival research. This involved looking through
various documents either online or hard copy that were relevant to the Old North End. The brief history
I provided earlier of the Old North End reflects my research of the archives and other historical accounts
of the neighborhood. However, the majority of my archival research investigates local newspaper
articles relevant to current issues of contestation and change in the Old North End. I am interested in
articles that explored various spatial contestations in the neighborhood or posited different spatial
imaginaries in the Old North End. I examined the archives of the local Burlington newspapers, Seven
Days and the Burlington Free Press, over the last ten years. In addition, I looked at the various websites
of different commercial spaces in the Old North End as a way to establish how these sites constructed
their own narratives. These include the websites of Barrio Bakery, Butch & Babe’s, the Ramble, the
Psychedelicatessen, and the twitter feed of the Old North Ender.
Roche likens archival research to “working on a jigsaw puzzle where you can be reasonably certain that
pieces are missing and that the box cover with the picture of the completed puzzle will never be found”
(2000: 145). This is a fairly good description of my own experiences conducting archival research. While
the archives – primarily the newspaper articles and websites – are enormously valuable in conveying
discourses and spatial imaginaries in the neighborhood this pool of data is also fairly scattered. This is
because, “rarely will the surviving archival material provide ‘full’ answers to the questions you pose”
(Roche 2000: 145). Nevertheless, although the archival material is not enough evidence to greatly
indicate the presence of certain spatial imaginaries and contestations in the neighborhood, when
triangulated with other modes of inquiry act as a powerful tool in conveying imaginaries of the
neighborhood.
4. Census Data
My final methodological approach is collecting relevant census data about the Old North End to track
the various ways the neighborhood has transformed over the last twenty years. This is useful as a
comparison to my other sets of data, particularly those dealing specifically with perceptions and
imaginaries of the neighborhood. I use Social Explorer, an online program that visualizes census
information through creating maps of the Unite States to collect and organize this data. The data I
gather are from the American Community Survey 5-year estimates. I use available and relevant data
from 1990, 2000, and 2013 — the last of which represents the most recent statistics available on Social
Explorer. Demographic characteristics of the Old North End that I explore include changes in total
population; residents enrolled in a public institution; the racial and foreign-born populations of the
neighborhood; and the levels of poverty and income present.
However, a major issue with exploring and collecting this census data, much like using Front Porch
Forum, is that the census tracts do not perfectly align with other bounds of the neighborhood. Again,
this is because there are no definitive bounds of the Old North End, as shown in Figure 5.
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Census Tract 3

Census Tract 4

Census
Tract 5

Figure 5. Census Tracts of the Old North End. Based on ACS boundaries.

As the map shows, the Old North End is situated roughly within three census tracts. However, unlike
Front Porch Forum, these census tracts encompass the Intervale as well as extend up as far east as
North Willard Street, shown on the map as US Highway 2. In light of this, I present these statistics of the
Old North End as general indicators of trends in the neighborhood and not as the most accurate
demographic shifts. I also include information on each of the specific tracts in the following chapter, as
this reveals the geo-spatial differences in the Old North End. For instance Tract 5 contains the most
residents enrolled in a public university whereas Tract 3 contains the least. By presenting these sets of
data, we notice difference and change within various parts of the neighborhood even if Tract 5 extends
far beyond the bounds of the Old North End into the center of downtown Burlington.
These statistics, therefore, reflect general patterns and trends occurring in the Old North End. It is also
important to establish that a census is essentially an expansive survey, and contains the same faults and
limitations of a survey. “It is important to recognize the potential for bias and error when reconstructing
long-term data sets” (McCollin 2014: 336). Nevertheless I use expansive data collected by the American
Community Survey to situate the various spatial imaginaries and discourses that arise in respondent’s
survey answers, in my documentation of the neighborhood and my review of the archival material.
Although flawed, this census data provides the best foundational information in the ‘actual’
demographics shifts and trends in the neighborhood.
5. Conclusion: Discourse Analysis
The Old North End is a dynamic, ever-changing space and in many ways the data I have collected in this
study is very messy. Cope suggests, “Qualitative data usually produces masses of data in forms that are
difficult to interpret or digest all at once” (2009: 224). The reason is that this study is “not the scripted
ballet of professional; rather it is the rich chaos of the street, the agora that serves as a stage” (Cope
2009: 173). And so, the apparent messiness of the data is in actuality a reflection of messiness of space.
Therefore, I turn to scholarly traditions of discourse analysis to interpret and understand all the different
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forms of data I have collected about the Old North End. Discourses, although an incredibly complex and
nuanced term, generally refers to:
“All meaningful statements or texts that have effects on the world… a group of statements
that appear to have a common theme that provides them with an unified effect… and the rules
and structures that underpin and govern the unified, coherent, and forceful statements that
are produced” (Waitt 2000: 163).
Thus, discourse analysis involves the process of extrapolating discourses from a variety of texts. In
my study I treat this messy data — the survey responses, archival material, my observations and
documentation of the lived landscape — as texts that can be read in terms of various discourses
present in the neighborhood particularly regarding spatial contestation and imaginaries. I use this
triangulated approach to effectively attempt to piece together various narratives present in the
neighborhood.
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Results: Descriptive Mapping of the Old North
The following sections summarize the data collected from this research. It is broken into three sections:
the first describes demographic statistics as derived from the American Community survey; the second is
a presentation of my various observations of the neighborhood as well as related archival materials; and
the final section categorizes patterns in the survey responses.
Part 1: Census Data on the Old North End
Total Population
The number of residents in the Old North End is roughly 10 000, depicted in Figure 6.

Tract 3

Tract 4

Tract 5

Total

3 311

2 998

4 140

10 604

Total Population
(ACS 2013 5-year
estimates)

These numbers are a rough estimate of the residents living in the Old North End. For instance, one
outcome of the census tracts not matching other boundaries of the Old North End is that Tract 3 has a
greater population than Tract 4 — even though the population looks sparser on the map. This is because
Tract 3 encompasses all of the Intervale and includes residents living well outside the neighborhood.
Refugee Presence

Figure 6. Map and Table of Total Population (ACS 2013 5-year estimates)

The American Community Survey does not specifically collect data asking for refugee status. Therefore, I
use the foreign-born populations as a general indicator for refugee and immigrant presence in the Old
North End.
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1990: ForeignBorn Population

Tract 3

Tract 4

Tract 5

Average %

3.1%

5.5%

4.4%

4.3%

12.4%

13.8%

6.2%

10.8%

20.14%

19.14%

4.57%

14.6%

(ASC 1990 5-year
estimates)
2000: ForeignBorn Population
(ASC 2000 5-year
estimates)
2013: ForeignBorn Population
(ASC 2013 5-year
estimates)
*Note: Other than the statistics given about the total population of the Old North End: all other data sets
are given as a percentage relative to the total population in that census tract for that particular year.
Table 2. Foreign Born Population (ACS 201 5-year estimates)

A brief overview of this data reveals that the foreign-born population in the Old North End more than
tripled from 1990 to 2013. This is particularly true in Tract 3 and Tract 4 where about one fifth of the
total residents, according to the ACS in 2013, are foreign-born. Tract 5 on the other hand remains
relatively stable during the time period. This is likely because Tract 5 extends well outside of the Old
North End into parts of Burlington that are wealthier and, therefore, not available to refugees recently
resettled. Nevertheless, the important point to note is the overwhelming growth of foreign-born
populations in certain parts of the Old North End: very likely due to refugee resettlement processes. The
following map in Figure 7 shows the Foreign-Born Population based on ASC 2013 5-year Estimates. The
darker hues of orange represent greater density of Foreign-Born residents.
Foreign Born Population Old North End (ACS 2012 5 -Year Estimates)
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Since foreign-born populations
doBorn
notPopulation
necessarily
correlate
refugees,
I also map the presence of
Figure 7. Foreign
2013 Old
North Endwith
(ACS 2013
5-year estimates)
non-white residents. This is because the Old North End is overwhelmingly white according to the ACS
and many of the refugees resettled in the neighborhood are distinctly not white. Oddly enough, even
though the Old North End is incredibly homogenous, the census data reveals it is one of the most racially
diverse regions in all of Vermont, as well as the city of Burlington.
The following table shows residents in the Old North End that identify themselves as Black or African
American in 1990, 2000 and 2013:
Tract 3

Tract 4

Tract 5

1.6%

1.4%

1.1%

3.4%

3.0%

1.2%

2.9%

10.17%

2.3%

1990: Black
(Census 1990)
2000: Black or
African American
(Census 2000)
2013: Black or
African American
Alone
(ASC 2013 5-year
estimates)
Table 3. Racial Characteristics of Old North End: Black or African America (ACS 201 5-year estimates)

While this table shows residents that identify themselves as Asian Alone for these same years:

1990: Asian or
Pacific Islander

Tract 3

Tract 4

Tract 5

1.6%

2.4%

1.8%

6.0%

5.4%

2.1%

17.7%

12.3%

2.3%

(Census 1990)
2000: Asian Alone
(Census 2000)
2013: Asian Alone
(ASC 2013 5-year
estimates)

Table 4. Racial Characteristics of Old North End: Asian (ACS 201 5-year estimates)
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I chose these two racial categories because they generally represent the different ‘races’ resettled in
Chittenden County: the Vietnamese, Nepalese-Bhutanese as well as resettled residents from a variety of
countries in Africa — Somalia, Burundi, Sudan. Both these tables show an increase of racial diversity in
the Old North End by the presence of these racial categories. In Tract 4, there is a significant increase in
the portion of the neighborhood that identifies themselves as Black or African-American in 2013. The
same holds true for those who indicated Asian Alone in Tract 3 and Tract 4.
College Students
The following information pertains to the number of residents enrolled in a public college in the Old
North End. The darker green in the Figure 8 maps shows higher density of residents enrolled at a public
university.

Figure 8. College Students Old North End (ACS 2013 5-year estimates)

The data in Figure 8 shows a majority of college students living in Tract 5 with successively less living in
Tract 4 and then Tract 3. Census 2000 data shows that 6.2% of the residents in Tract 3 were college
students, 9.9% in Tract 4, and 40% in Tract 5. However, the ASC 5-year Estimates for 2013 show that
while the percentage of college students residing in Tract 3 and Tract 5 remained roughly the same, the
college students living in Tract 4 doubled to about 18.6%. This shows that the number of college
students living in the Old North has increased over the last ten or so years.
Poverty and Income in the Old North End
There are multiple ways to map the income of residents in the Old North End. Figure 9 shows families in
Burlington whose income is below the poverty level in 2013. The darker colours represent higher
numbers of families living below the poverty level.
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Figure 9. Burlington Families Income Below 2013 below poverty level (ACS 2013 5-year estimates)

I use a map of Burlington to contextualize the poverty in the Old North End in relation to the rest of the
city. The map clearly shows the higher numbers of families living in the Old North End whose income
falls below the poverty line.
However, due to the relatively high presence of college students living in the Old North End, other data
sets would otherwise indicate class-status is skewed. This is because there is a difference between classstatus and income. College students often do not earn a large income while enrolled at school, and
therefore are technically below the poverty line. However, the conditions of poverty between such
college students and other residents of the Old North End differ in that the ‘poverty’ of college students
is often temporary. While of course this not true for all students enrolled at a university, this nuance is
not represented in the data and thereby affects the data in representing class-status in the
neighborhood. Nonetheless the important point here is that there is more poverty in the Old North End
than other neighborhoods in Burlington.
Renting/Owning House
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Figure 10 shows the number of residents who actually own their households in the Old North End. The
darker colours represent higher numbers of residents who own their own houses. While there is a
Figure 10. Occupied
Housing Units
North3End
(ACS
2013the
5-year
estimates)
slightly greater percentage
of residents
inOld
Tract
that
own
house
they live: in general, a great
majority of residents rent their homes.
Summary
•
•
•
•
•

The Old North End consists of about 10 000 residents.
Both foreign-born populations and self-identified Black/African-American or Asian residents
have substantially increased in neighborhood from 1990 to 2013.
The number of college student residents has increased, particularly in Tract 4.
The Old North End has the most families with incomes below the poverty line in the city of
Burlington.
The majority of residents of the Old North End rent their homes.

Part 2: Residents Answer the Survey
The first survey was distributed using Survey Monkey on January 24th 2015 and elicited 74 responses,
whereas the second survey was distributed February 6th 2015 and elicited 77 responses. Respondents
were able to elaborate on their answers to most questions: in addition, they could skip questions if they
pleased.
Survey 1 (January 24th 2015)
1. What is your first initial? (This is for data organizational purposes only)
2. Please check all that describe you.
a. Currently a college student
b. Recently a college student
c. Immigrant or refugee
d. Long standing resident
e. Active community member
f. Official representative of the Old North End
g. Relatives live with you
h. You live in a cooperative/communal household
i. You own the house you live in
3. How long have you lived in the Old North End?
a. Less than a year.
b. Between 1-2 years.
c. Between 3-5 years.
d. Between 5-15 years.
e. More than 15 years.
f. More than 30 years.
4. Would you describe yourself as a “local” of the Old North End?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Please explain why or why not:
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5. Check any of these following issues that concern or interest you about the Old North End.
a. Sustainability
b. Localism
c. Community-building
d. Refugee Resettlement
e. Safety
f. Increase in college student residents
g. Rent or cost of housing
h. Please list any issue not listed above:
6. Please elaborate in your own words why you are interested or concerned about these issues.
7. What is one thing about the Old North End you would change if you could?
8. If you are willing to be contacted for further research, please write in your email address.
Survey 2 (February 6th 2015)
1. Please write the initial of your first name. This is simply for data organization purposes.
2. Please again check all that apply.
a. Currently a college student
b. Recently a college student
c. Immigrant or refugee
d. Long standing resident
e. Active community member
f. Official representative of the Old North End
g. Relatives live with you
h. You live in a cooperative/communal household
i. You own the house you live in
3. Check any of the following places you frequent in the Old North End.
a. Barrio Bakery
b. Chubby Muffin
c. Pho Hong
d. Dot’s Market
e. J & M Groceries
f. Mahuwi African Market
g. Sunshine Laundry & Dry Clean
h. Roosevelt Park
i. Dewey Park
j. The Psychedelicatessen
k. Old North End Farmer’s Market (during the summer)
l. The Old North Ender Pub
m. T Ruggs Tavern
n. Other (please specify):
4. Which of the above places do you never go? Why?
5. Describe your “community” in the Old North End.
6. When it is warm outside – do you spend much time in the neighborhood outside of where you
live?
a. Yes
b. No
7. Have you ever witnessed or experienced racism in the Old North End?
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a. Yes
b. No
8. How do you think the neighborhood could prevent increasing rent costs?
9. Are you originally from Vermont?
a. Yes
b. No
On Demographics
The demographics of the respondents in each survey were relatively similar. The majority of
respondents identified themselves as long-standing residents, active community members, and owning
the house they currently dwell. Only nine respondents in the first survey identified themselves as
college students, compared to only two in the second survey. Similarly, eight respondents identified
themselves as recent college students in the first survey and 12 in the second. There was also on
average four or five people who either identified themselves as living with relatives in their house, or
living in a communal setting. About 75% of residents in the second survey said that they were not from
Vermont originally, while 25% were from Vermont originally. In regards to refugees/immigrants, only
one respondent identified themselves as such in the first survey and nobody in the second.
There was, of course, ambiguity to some of these questions such as what residents considered to mean
active community member or long-standing. While there was no additional data to determine what was
meant by active community member, there was a sense of what long-standing may have meant. From
the first survey, there were 21 respondents who said they had lived in the Old North End for 3–5 years.
There were 15 respondents who had lived in the neighborhood for 1–2 years; and 16 respondents who
had lived there from 5–15 years. Only nine respondents had lived in the Old North End for less than one
year, while there were 10 respondents who had lived in the neighborhood for more 15 years and three
residents who lived there more than 30 years.

Figure 11. Number of Years Respondents Lived in the Old North End

As reflected in the Methodology chapter, this data is representative of the actual demographics of the
Old North End: rather it acts to narrow the survey data collected in regards to whom it most accurately
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represents. Furthermore, questions about gender and age were not asked, which would have been
beneficial to identifying patterns of spatial imaginaries in the Old North End.
On Being Local
I asked residents whether or not they considered themselves local. This was to gain an understanding
how of respondents situated themselves in the neighborhood. I also allowed room for respondents to
elaborate to further get an understanding of how different people understood the term local. About
60% of respondents conveyed that they would describe themselves as local while 40% would not.
The two main reasons people gave, in justifying why they did/did not consider themselves a local, had to
do with time and engagement in the neighborhood. For many respondents, the length of time they had
lived in the Old North End determined whether or not they saw themselves as a local. Other
respondents, on the other hand, suggested their levels of engagement determined whether or not they
saw themselves as a local. Engagement could either mean: 1) working in the Old North End; 2) spending
free time in the neighborhood; or 3) being ‘active’ in the community.
Other reasons cited include owning a business in the Old North End, strongly identifying with the
“neighborhood’s ethos” or feel, or being born there. For some, their identification with the state of
Vermont superseded their identification with the Old North End. One respondent explained how they
used the term local to describe the “local crazies” in the neighborhood.
On Issues of the Old North End
In the survey, I asked residents what issues they were most concerned about or interested in with
regards to the Old North End. I listed several concerns and allowed space for residents to list ‘other’
issues or concerns they may have had. The following table lists the number of respondents who checked
off that they were concerned or interested in the issue.
Issue

No. of Respondents (out of 74)

% of Respondents

Rent or Cost of Housing

56

83.4%

Community Building

50

73.5%

Sustainability

38

55.9%

Safety

38

55.9%

Localism

36

52.9%

Refugee Resettlement

36

52.9%

Increase in College Student
Residents

32

47.0%

Table 5. Concerns of Respondents in the Neighborhood.

Respondents were overwhelmingly concerned with the rent or cost of housing, followed by communitybuilding. Increase of college student residents was of least concern to the residents, although close to
half of the respondents were concerned about this and is still substantial. Sustainability, safety, refugee
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resettlement and localism were also issues that a little more than half of the respondents were
interested in each. Furthermore, it is important to note that respondents were not limited in the
answers they checked off. It would have been valuable to format the question through a ranking system.
In regards to issues that were not listed in the survey, the most important ones had to do with
transportation in the neighborhood, drugs and criminality and gentrification. There were about five
respondents who listed gentrification and neighborhood development as issues they were concerned
about; three respondents listed they were concerned with drugs and crime in the neighborhood though
a few others suggested it; and about six respondents listed an issue with transportation — either bikeability or the need for parking. Other issues listed were homelessness, need for more commercial
spaces, and need for economic investment. It is important to note, however, that only about 35% of
respondents decided to list a different issue in answer to this question. This is a large response
suggesting there were a variety of issues in the neighborhood that I was not privy to when constructing
the survey question. This implies my own perception of what I think are the main problems and
concerns in the Old North End. I will discuss the importance of this later on in this thesis.
The following question asked respondents to elaborate on the selections they made above. This
question, by far, incurred the most elaborate responses — with certain respondents writing answers as
long as a paragraph. The main issue discussed by respondents concerned the increasingly high rent
prices in the Old North End. Several residents used the term ‘gentrification’ to describe this; but others
focused on the actual neighborhood changes, often citing the growing student population as a major
cause. There was some attribution to refugee resettlement being a cause also. Furthermore, the issue
with increasing rent seemed two-fold: on the one hand, residents seem concerned about the price itself
and whether or not they would be able to continue to live in the neighborhood. On the other hand,
residents were concerned about the state of repair many of their houses were in in conjunction with the
high prices. For example, one resident replied:
“Rent is out of control. I've lived and worked in Burlington for 12 years and I can basically no
longer afford to live here. I'm a social worker and massage therapist and it saddens me that my
community can no longer support me to live here. The increase in college residents not only for
rent increase but also noise is such a problem and is has become so hard to communicate with
them about it. Safety is also a problem.”
These themes were echoed in many of the responses received. Respondents were not only concerned
with incoming college students in regards to rising rent prices, but also noise concerns, disrespectful
behavior of college students, and the fact that college students usually only take out leases for a year,
which creates a transient population in the Old North End as opposed to one grounded in community.
For example, a resident stated:
“Although it is a minority of students who cause noise issues, vandalism, and other
neighborhood and community issues, that small percentage of the student population became
so loud and difficult to live around that I moved from an apartment where I lived for about five
years. I love the old north end. It is more of a community-centric family neighborhood than the
south end ever was while I lived there. I would hate to see the same issues (noise problems,
public drunkenness, vandalism to cars and trees and public property, roving packs of 10-15
shouting students looking for their friends' parties every weekend) start happening in the ONE.
High rents and housing costs are a problem city-wide in Burlington, including in the ONE.”
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Other respondents discussed the community atmosphere of the neighborhood. Either they would
discuss how much they valued the Old North End for its community and diversity; or they would talk
about how it was threatened because of changes in the neighborhood. The following are examples of
different resident’s responses that addressed this issue:
“I love the old north end. It is more of a community-centric family neighborhood than the south
end ever was while I lived there.”
“I love the community feel of ONE and think it is important to keep that feeling here. To keep
this a community where people can continue to flourish”
Another theme that occurred in respondent’s answers was elaborate concerns about drugs and
criminality in the neighborhood. While some respondents were more worried about increasing drugs
and drug users: others were generally worried about crime more generally, particularly in regards to
their safety. For example, different residents replied:
“It's sad that a blind eye gets turned to all the drug use/abuse/selling.”
“Need more beat cops to help with drug/ crime issues.”
“Additionally, as a female, safety is a major concern. I've been grabbed, chased, and spit on.”
“Safety... well things have changed and regularly find needles, have had people fight with
knives in my neighborhood, do not feel safe at night and have had my business broken into.”
There were also several residents who discussed refugee resettlement in the neighborhood to varying
degrees. Some residents questioned whether the Old North End could continue offering residency to
resettled refugees at the expense of residents who had lived in the neighborhood a long time. For
example, one respondent replied, “I am all for diversity, however we do seem to have a disproportionate
amount of spaces rented/subsidized to refugees.” Others were more concerned about the refugees
themselves and where many of them would be forced to move because of the high rent. “Where will the
new Americans and generational poverty Vermonters go when the ONE is too expensive for them but
affordable for college students whose parents pay the rent??” Finally, another theme was how certain
respondents appreciated the diversity in their neighborhood – “our neighborhood has a very diverse
population that brings many languages, cultures, values, education levels and income levels”.
Other concerns elaborated on were transport and the need for more retail. However, the large majority
of respondents were concerned with different aspects of the cost of living becoming too high. While
several respondents actually used the word ‘gentrification’ — most simply talked about the effects of
such phenomena, particularly in regards to their own situation. There seemed to be a real angst in
regards to this issue.
The final question I asked in the first survey distributed was what was one thing respondents would
change about the Old North End if they could? Perhaps because this question followed the previous
question about issues and concerns, many people’s answers echoed what they had previously discussed.
The two major responses were concerned with affordable housing for non-student residents, and the
importance of maintaining a community-orientated neighborhood. Affordable housing was linked to
preventing college students moving into the neighborhood, creating longer leases, constructing new
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zoning, and challenging the power of ‘slum lords’ (landlords that owned a lot of property, and because
of high demands are able to increase prices without improving their housing stock).
The final two issues respondents wished to change about the neighborhood involved drug-usage and
transportation. The issues least frequently cited include the need for new investment in the Old North
End and cleaning up the neighborhood. Very few responses dealt with the desire to prevent future cat
calling and two respondents stated they would like to change “the stigma of ONE being a ghetto”.
On Sense of Community
Due to the high number of respondents citing ‘community’ as an important aspect of their experiences
and imaginaries of the Old North End: in the second survey I asked residents how they defined their
sense of community. A few respondents replied that the question was far too broad to answer.
However, within the majority of respondents who were able to answer the question certain patterns did
emerge. The purpose of this data is not to determine the most dominant ways residents of the Old
North End encounter community, but rather the breadth of ways.
For example, a number of residents said they did not really feel like they had a community in the Old
North End. They felt isolated and did not spend too much time in the neighborhood, or that they found
community in places outside of the Old North End. One resident replied, “I am too shy and socially
awkward to have one” and another, “Pretty nonexistent. Basically just friendly with the people that live
in my building.” This stood contrary to the notion several other residents had about the ‘community
feel’ of the Old North End.
The majority of residents, however, seemed to take certain pride in their community in the Old North
End, often using the words eclectic, diverse and artistic as descriptors. In this context, many respondents
seem to be describing their communities as both very passionate and engaged. For example, one
resident wrote that their community consisted of “people in their 20's who want to change the world”
while another wrote, “active, young adults with a passion to make the world they live in a better place”.
These residents tended to have previously described themselves as either college students or recent
college students, but this was not wholly the case as they self-described long-residents with similar
answers. There was also a certain pride in the way certain respondents listed groups of people or
activities as a way to describe their community. For example, a resident wrote “young radicals, students,
artists and refugees” while another answered “folks who bicycle, walk, dine, cook, hike, garden, and pick
up trash together.”
Other respondents expressed general notions of community in that they saw everybody in the Old North
End as part of their community. For example, “I'd like to think everyone is my community. I love my
neighbors and walking past them every day. The variety of people on my street is my favorite part of my
neighborhood.” Others specified only their immediate neighbors or other people in their apartments as
belonging to their community. “Neighbors who know each other, celebrate and mourn together and
help/ share with each other.” Specific answers included the First Unitarian Universalist Society, which a
couple of residents mentioned. There were also a few answers that listed residents that the respondents
felt they were not in community with, such as the person who wrote that they, “rarely interact with the
old guard of white working class folks.”
The problem in trying to summarize the answers of respondents in this question is not only the various
ways people experience community in the Old North End, but also the various ways the concept of
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community is understood by different residents. The answers give us a broad sense of different ways
residents understand community in the Old North End, but more research in the ways residents practice
their communities in the neighborhood would be needed. Nevertheless, the main pattern that emerged
in this data set is the pride certain residents seemed to have in describing their community even though
there were also residents who felt like they had no community in the Old North End.
On How People Interact with the Neighborhood
The following graph (Figure 11) shows places in the neighborhood that residents frequented the most.
The purpose was to gain an understanding of how residents interacted with the public space of the
neighborhood.

Figure 12. How Respondents Enact the Old North End?

The most common place frequented according to this data set is Pho Hong, the Vietnamese restaurant
on North Winooski Avenue. Other popular places include Barrio Bakery, also on North Winooski Avenue,
and the Old North End Farmer’s Market during the summer time. The sites least frequented in these
answers include the Mahuwi African Market, Sunshine Laundry and Dewey Park.
Furthermore, respondents were given the option to put forward places they frequent in the Old North
End that I had not listed. The most common place answered was Nunyuns, a sandwich located on the
corner of North Street and North Champlain Street. The places mentioned with less frequency include
the Shopping Bag (a corner store), Thai Phat and the Himalayan Market (‘ethnic’ food stores’), the
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Wellness Coop (a community space for meditation) and Butch-n-Babes (a new restaurant that just
opened up in the neighborhood). About half of the respondents to this survey listed places that had not
been on the list that I had provided. This is important because it suggests that the Old North End is more
spatially diverse than I had initially thought. There were sites in the neighborhood that I had not even
considered putting on the list of potential places that respondents felt were very much part of their daily
routine. This is exemplified by the following response:
“You didn't mention quite a few ONE businesses that I DO frequent. I live nearer to Nunyan's,
so I don't go to Chubby Muffin or Barrio's. Thai Phat is my go-to neighborhood grocery- it is
more pleasant and reasonably priced than the others. I don't drink, so I don't go to the bars.
And the ONE farmer's market is just way too small/ not enough offerings. There is NO
laundromat attendant in case something goes awry at the Sunshine Laundromat, so I skip that
one.”
I also asked residents in a separate question to list any public sites in the Old North End, commercial or
otherwise, that they never visited and give their reasons as to why. Certain patterns emerged that likely
attest to the specific respondents of this survey that cannot be generalized for the neighborhood.
For example, nine respondents listed that they did not go to the Old North Ender — the pub on North
Street — either because they did not drink or because of the pub’s “bad reputation”. Respondents
wrote of the Old North End that “too many neighborhood alcoholics hang out there” and they heard it
had a “rough crowd”, or that there were “too many drugs”.
There were 18 residents who did not go to Sunshine Laundry either because they had a washer in their
house/building, or because there was a laundry place closer to where they lived.
About six respondents that said they did not go to J&M and seven that said they did go to Dot’s Market
Place, both of which are corner stores. The most common explanation was that these corner stores
were too far away from where they lived; that there were corner stores closer to their homes; or that
they would go into downtown or elsewhere to purchase their groceries. However, certain residents had
some negative associations with both these corner stores. One respondent wrote that they did not go to
“J&Ms because it smells bad in there” and another wrote that Dot’s was “dark”.
There were certain places that respondents wrote that they did not know. For example, one respondent
was unsure of where Dewey Park was and another was unsure of where Psychedelicatessen was
located.
In addition, 54 residents said they spent a significant amount of time in the neighborhood outside of
their house when the weather was warmer.
On Racism
There were 30 respondents that replied they had experienced or witnessed racism in the Old North End;
34 respondents who checked off that they had not; and 13 respondents who decided to skip the
question. For residents that replied that they had witnessed racism, it was mainly in regards to
derogatory language used. For example, a respondent replied, “I have heard pejorative names, like Spic
and gook, used at youngsters by adults. I've heard adults tell people to go back to their own country. I
have heard someone say that the likely culprits in a crime were from Butan.” There was also an
awareness by some residents about systematic racism present in the Old North End as opposed to
discrete instances of racism. The purpose of asking about racism was to understand this aspect of the
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Old North End in regards to growing ethnic and racial diversity. However, while many of the 30
respondents who said they had experienced or witnessed racism in the Old North End could point to
specific instances, their data are not comprehensive enough to make generalizations about racial
imaginaries in the Old North End. Furthermore, residents generally did not discuss the ways they may
experience or enact various forms of racial relations in the neighborhood. It is important to remember
that very few of my residents identified themselves as refugees, and while there are certainly nonimmigrant residents who are not refugees, that most of my respondents were very likely white.
Part 3: Written Observation and Photo Documentation of the Old North End
The following are observations and documentation of the neighborhood. I hope to convey a sense of
various places in the Old North End, as well as different ways meaning is inscribed into the
neighborhood. I will begin by mapping and summarizing my observations at the different sites I sat for
an hour, and I will then present a table of other noticeable parts of the landscape relevant to my
research questions. My archival research will also be included here, as they relate to these various sites
and patterns.
Sit-spot Observation and Documentation

Dot’s Market

Roosevelt Park
J & M’s

Documenting the Old North End

Dewey Park
Sunshine
Laundry & Dry
Clean

Old North
Ender Pub

Figure 13. Map of Sit Spots.

Psychedelicatessen

Barrio Bakery

The map in Figure 13 indicates the different places I conducted my sit-spot observation and
documentation. Since there were often people at these sites and I did not want to photograph any
individuals, only a few of these photographs actually show the insides of these places.
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Barrio Bakery
Barrio Bakery is located at the crosssection of Crombie Street and North
Winooski Avenue. The outside walls of
the bakery are painted a bright yellow
and stands out from all the houses
around it. Inside, there are several tables
and chairs and local art hang on the walls.

Figure 14. Barrio Bakery

The bakery is open every morning until
3pm and sells coffees and baked goods.
Several nights a week, the bakery
transforms into Barrio Pizza — a late night
pizzeria that sells artisanal pizzas often accompanied with live music from local performers.
The bakery is currently owned by Jessica and Ryan Bunce. They bought the bakery in 2010 when it went
by the name Pandora Bakery. However, the name was changed in 2013. According to a Seven Day’s
article, “Japanese Market; Panadero Becomes Barrio Bakery.” The owners explain that, “Barrio means
‘neighborhood’ in Spanish, and when we first dreamed of opening a bakery, we wanted it to be a place
that would serve as neighborhood hub” (Levitt, 2013, April 3rd).
Since I live in the Old North End, I often go to Barrio Bakery for coffee and to do homework. During the
daytime, many customers of the bakery are often working on their computers, reading a book, writing in
their journals, or meeting friends. I once overheard a server say that the bakery was the neighborhood’s
living room. At night the place is filled with much higher energy and music.
Barrio Bakery tends to attract a specific crowd and many of the customers often know each other
outside of the bakery. My observations suggest that customers of Barrio Bakery are mostly a mix of
college students and young professionals. This is because, in many ways, the bakery acts as the perfect
place to do work — with access to internet and power cords — and generally customers can stay for
long periods of time while purchasing very little.
However, there are also certain narratives and types of people that are not visible at the bakery. For
instance, rarely did I observe refugees in the space; not many full families came to the bakery; and any
resemblance of a working-class narrative was absent during my observations. This of course does not
mean that these narratives or types of bodies are completely alien to Barrio Bakery, but rather attests to
ways in which the space engages with some narratives of the neighborhood more than others — and
thereby acts as a neighborhood for certain types of residents at the exclusion of others.
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Dot’s Market Place and J & M’s
Dot’s Market Place and J & M’s are both convenience stores located on Archibald Street. Dot’s Market is
on the cross-section with Walnut Street, while J & M’s is at the corner with Intervale Avenue.
Although I am a much more frequent customer at Dot’s Market, as it is
closer to my house, I have also often bought various food items from J &
M’s. Both of these places are important in the neighborhood in that they
seem to service a wide variety of residents. During my formal observation,
it was a common to observe that a customer would know the person
behind the counter and start up a conversation.
In regards to the merchandise, most of the foods sold at these stores were
packaged and there is a very limited supply of fresh fruits or vegetables.
Whereas other parts of Burlington are steeped in a local foods movement,
there was no evidence that discourse in either of these stories.
I was unable to find the history of either of these convenience stores:
either how long they had been running, or if they had been a different
commercial space before. However they both seemed fairly busy.
There was much greater diversity of customers at these
convenience stores than Barrio Bakery. Children, older
working-class residents, ethnically distinct refugees, and college-students would all go to the
store. Part of the reason for this, I believe, is that these convenience stores were not
attempting to function in the neighborhood as anything more than a convenience store. This
is different from the narrative of Barrio Bakery or Butch & Babe’s, where both sets of owners
have expressed their desire to be a ‘neighborhood hangout’. At the same time, these places
are simply selling food and cannot function as a space for community interaction in the same
way as Barrio Bakery.
Figure 15 .J & M’s

Figure 16.Dot’s Market Place
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Dewey Park and Roosevelt Park
Both of these parks are located off Walnut Street: Dewey Park is at the intersection
of Spring Street, Elmwood Street and Walnut Street, whereas Roosevelt Park is a
little further up by Oak Street.
While Dewey Park is fairly small, I chose it because of a recent development project.
Spring Street was closed-up in the fall of 2014. This was at the bequest of the
‘community’ in hoping to make the traffic safer as this park is at the intersection of
three roads. The project also seeks to open up green space in the neighborhood.
The sign to the right was put up at the park and explains the project and reads that
the park will be expanded to “reclaim recreational space in the City’s Old North
End.” Furthermore, the sign describes an art piece that is currently present on the
section of Spring Street that was closed off. Since I did most of my research in the
winter, the artwork on the pavement was covered by snow. However, we can see
the artwork on the image right below:

Figure 18. Dewey Park covered in snow.

Figure 17.Dewey Park Sign.

Figure 19.Dewey Park without snow.

The sign goes onto explain the artwork, which is named Interlace and offers several definitions of the
world. These include: “to cross one another, typically passing alternatively over and under, as if woven
together; intertwine”; and “to mingle; blend”. It is interesting, because this is a park that is rarely used,
and while there is a bench present in the middle, at least in my own experiences, it is usually empty.
During the summer there is a little more activity, particularly because it is the location of the Old North
End farmer’s market, which boasts a handful of vendors each year. However, what I find interesting
about this project is the way in which the rhetoric is very much based in a desire to create community.
This is a pattern that recurs in a lot of my data about the neighborhood, and I will discuss it later. For
now, the question remains as to who is imagined to be part of this community and who is not.
Roosevelt Park, unlike Dewey Park, is much bigger and contains several fields and basketball courts.
During the winter the park is deserted, while it is much more actively used during the warmer months. A
lot of neighborhood children can be seen outside playing various sports on this field, and many of the
children I observed were from refugee or New American families.
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Sunshine Laundry & Dry Cleans
Sunshine Laundry & Dry Clean is one of three laundromats in the Old North End. The others are
Winooski Laundry, located at the old bus station on North Winooski Avenue, and the Wash Spot on
Riverside Avenue, although that may be closer to the town of Winooski.
The laundromat has washers and driers on all sides; as well as several like seats for customers to sit and
wait. There is free wifi, which several of the customers were using while I did my formal observation.
During my sit-in observations, I noticed, unlike
other sites I observed in the Old North End, a
great amount of racial, ethnic and other visible
diversity. The space was even more visibly
diverse than the convenience stores, perhaps
because customers usually only spend a short
amount of time at these stores, purchase their
items, and leave. Whereas, in laundromats
Figure 20. Sunshine Laundry & Dry Clean.

people are required to wait far longer.
During my hour of observation, there were two Nepalese-Bhutanese women doing their laundry, as well
as several children running around the place who appeared to be related to them. The women wore
bright red and gold shawls that signified their distinctiveness in an otherwise culturally white city and
state (Vanderbeck 2006).
There was also a black man on his phone; several teenagers playing on an Ipad as they waited; and some
older white women packing up their laundry for most of the duration of my sit-in.
Similar to Dot’s Market or J & M’s, this place is interesting because it does not fashion a discourse of
community building or identity in the neighborhood. There is no indication of this laundromat wanting
to act as a neighborhood hub or even create a specific sense of identity in the Old North End. At the
same time, it is a very active and busy place involved in the weekly lives of many residents of the Old
North End. The only commonality among the people in the laundromat is likely to be the lack of a
laundry machine in their own homes. While this may suggest average customer’s lower class-status —
there are a variety of reasons why customers may not have a laundry machine in the house and need to
use a commercial one. What is more suggestive, however, is the number of actively used laundromats in
the Old North End that gives a better impression of poorer persons in the neighborhood.
Furthermore, it is interesting to point out that many of the respondents to my survey said that they did
not frequent the Sunshine Laundromat. This may be because of the distance from their homes, and
these respondents use other laundromats in the neighborhood. Nevertheless, it is also indicative
perhaps of the wealth of my respondents in not needing to use a laundromat to do their laundry.
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Psychedelicatessen
The Psychedelicatessen was opened in the spring of 2014 by the same owner as Jamba’s Junk Shop, or
Junktiques, both of which are located on North Winooski Avenue. Psychedelicatessen calls itself a,
“Mind Expansion Center and Café”. It is a non-profit most nights of the week, and usually stays open
until the early hours of the morning. The Psychedelicatessen hosts a variety of performances including
concerts, puppet shows, experimental art, tea offerings, and performance art. In many ways, it is open
to all forms of artistic expressions outside of
the mainstream. For instance, the following
image is from the website of the
Psychedelicatessen.
The description suggests how the
Psychedelicatessen imagines itself outside of
the mainstream. For example, it states one of
its goals is to bring, “awareness to values that
are not steeped in Money or stuff and are
therefor a threat to the main stream.”
Of course, there is always the question of how
a place like the Psychedelicatessen attempts to
achieve this goal and whether or not it is
successful. Furthermore, we have to ask what
is meant by the mainstream and who is
marginal to it — particularly in context of the
Old North End and Burlington, Vermont.

Figure 21. Screenshot of Psychedelicatessen About Page. Accessed 4/14/2015
http://psychedelicatessen.org/

My own observations suggest that regardless
of how alternative to the mainstream the
Psychedelicatessen actually is — what is
important is that participants of the space
generally conceive themselves as being
counter-cultural.

In this way, I would argue that it is a good example of Llyod’s notion of self-described bohemians. Words
that
Jmp’ came to mind during my observation include alternative, non-mainstream, grunge, radical, artistic,
emergent, exciting, and possibility. While this is a reflection of my own relationship to the space, my
observations and these words string together a counter-cultural discourse distinct in the Old North End.
The type of people that attend are very specific. Part of the reason for this is because the
Psychedelicatessen is non-profit, and therefore portrays itself in very different ways than the other
commercial sites I have documented. While there was a range of individuals present in the
Psychedelicatessen, I did not notice any families or visible New Americans present. Furthermore, given
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the late opening hours of the non-profit, the Psychedelicatessen is open to some residents more than
others. I would also add that in many ways, the place acts like any other hang out in the neighborhood.

Old North Ender
The Old North Ender is a pub located fairly close to the bottom of North Street, near the lake. I
conducted my formal observation of this pub on the night of the 2015 Superbowl. While this
undoubtedly effected the festive mood of the Old North End, and, thereby, my observations –I felt it
also revealed how the bar functioned in the Old North End.
Figure 22. Old North Ender

The Old North Ender is one of two bars in the neighborhood, the other
one being T-Ruggs Tavern. As I mentioned in my methodology, I felt too
uncomfortable to enter T-Ruggs Tavern and take written observations,
because I felt customers there would be very aware that I was an
outsider to the space. I felt similarly in the Old North Ender but not as
much, maybe because there are not many customers at the Old North
Ender all at once whereas T-Ruggs Tavern is often filled with customers
on weekend nights. I acknowledge, however, these are my own feelings
grounded in my own positionality as a college student temporarily living
in the neighborhood.
There is nothing too unique about the bar as far as bars go: there are
wooden chairs and tables, a pool table, and several televisions that were
showing the 2015 Superbowl on this night. There had been a community
potluck organized, and many of the customers had brought dishes to
share with other people at the bar.

This suggests customers felt a sense of belonging to the Old North Ender.
Furthermore, there were stickers which read, “Start your bender, at the Old North Ender.” While this is
not conclusive evidence for the way in which the Old North Ender fosters identity and community in the
neighborhood, from my observations there was a sense that the pub acted as a neighborhood hangout
for certain residents. Even though it was the 2015 Superbowl, many of the people at the pub seemed to
know each other, not necessarily planning or co-jointly planning to attend the bar to watch the
Superbowl. I also noticed a sign for an Open Mic on Sundays.
Finally, while the Old North Ender does not have an official website, there is a twitter page that
indicated a certain disposition to transformations occurring in the neighborhood at large. Many of the
2015 twitter posts by @OldNorthEnder criticize gentrification in the neighborhood. For instance, the
following posts in Figure 22 are from March 15 2015 and March 28 2015 respectively:
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Figure 23. Old North Ender Tweets. Accessed 4/15/2015: https://twitter.com/oldnorthender

These twitter posts suggest not only a neighborhood identity for the Old North Ender but situates the
pub as part of the ‘original neighborhood’ that is now undergoing transformation.
The people at the bar were mostly white, wore baseball caps, could have been thirty years old or older,
and spoke loudly to each other. Based on these observations and the Older North Ender twitter feed,
most of these customers were likely working-class. My observations suggest that both the Old North
Ender and T-Ruggs Tavern appeal to the working-class of the Old North End. Although there were in fact
some recent University of Vermont graduates at the Old North Ender on the night of the Superbowl, I
suspect in a way they were at the bar to ‘consume’ working class culture. I also admit that I feel like an
outsider to both the Old North Ender and T-Ruggs Tavern. Whereas I feel comfortable enough to enter
the Old North Ender, I imagine everybody immediately turning their heads and looking at me if I step
into T-Ruggs Tavern. This suggests the bounds of the neighborhood in my own experience, a topic I will
elaborate on later.
Walking Around the Neighborhood
These observations are from walking around the neighborhood and taking notice of parts of the
landscape that are of relevant interest to this study.
Children’s Mural
Pho Hong

Walking the Old North End

Butch & Babe’s
Himalayan
Market

Vermont Worker’s
Center, and North
End Studios

ONE Art’s
Center

Figure 24. My Observations Walking Around the Old North End

Mahuwi African Market
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New apartments
built by Redstone
Company

The following table briefly describes the locations in Figure 24. The only aspects of the landscape I did
not mark on the map above are things that recurred in the neighborhood at various places, such as
protest signs on peoples’ house or historic neighborhood signs.
Name/
Description

Pho Hong
(North
Winooski
Avenue)

Butch &
Babe’s
(North
Winooski
Avenue)

Vermont
Worker’s
Center and
North End
Studios

Details

Photograph

Popular Vietnam restaurant.
Situated at the old bus
station. Started and operated
by a refugee family from
Vietnam.

Restaurant and bar that
opened during the time of
this research. The website
describes its “mission is to
build community through
good food + drink as a
welcoming family +
neighborhood hangout.”

The Vermont Worker’s Center
is a grassroots organization
that runs a variety of social
justice campaigns in Vermont.
The North End Studios is an
art space, and holds a variety
of art shows as well as a
venue for dancing. This is
situated where City Market /
Onion River Co-Op used to be
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(North
Winooski
Avenue)

Himalayan
Food Market
(North
Street)

Mahuwi
African Store
(North
Winooski
Avenue and
North Street)

ONE Art’s
Center
(Peru Street
and North
Winooski)

located.

‘Ethnic’ food store that sells
variety of spices, vegetables,
and products more generally
not found in major grocery
stores in the area. Other
‘ethnic’ food stores on this
street include the Halal
Community Store, and Brixton
Halaal, LLC.

One of many ‘ethnic’ food
stores on North Street.

According to their website
“the ONE Arts Center
provides a creative resource
space for the community and
encourages an atmosphere of
exploration and inquiry for all
ages
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Redstone
Apartments

This is the new apartment
complex being built in the Old
North End. It is a highly
contentious project.

(North
Winooski
Avenue)

Houses with
“activist” or
“social
justice
signs”

(Archibald
Street)

Children’s
Mural
(Manhattan
Drive)

This is one of many examples
of houses in the Old North
End with signs and posters
advocating for various
campaigns and social justice
issues: both in a general way
and in regards to specific
issues. The flag on the
doorway reads: “To Change
Everything, We Need
Everyone.”

The following mural is located
on Manhattan Drive, and was
created by the nearby arts
elementary school also in the
Old North End. While the
colours are fading, it depicts
an artistic representation of
the neighborhood.
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Historic
Signs of the
Neighborhood
(multiple
locations)

There were multiple places in
the Old North End with signs
that pointed to the
neighborhood’s history. Often
the history involved the
immigrant populations from
the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. This sign is from
North Street.

Table 6. Documentation of the Old North End from Walking Around

I end with a reflection of my own positionality in observing and photographing the Old North End. Figure
25 is my mental map of the neighborhood and reveals the ways in which I am situated in the space.

A tree house!
Playground - nice to go to at night

My Old North End

Friends’ Houses

My place!
Where I catch the
bus to school
Shopping Bag - sells
great burgers
Barrio Bakery –
where I do work

Radiobean! Outside
the Old North End
in my mind
Figure 25. Personal Mental Map

AALV Offices
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Figure 25 illustrates the various ways in which I am rooted in the Old North End. My understandings and
experiences of the neighborhood undoubtedly shape my ability to observe and document. For instance
reflecting on the different sites I chose to conduct sit-spots, it is true that I ultimately chose places both
more familiar and comfortable to me. Much of this thesis was written in Barrio Bakery, and I feel a part
of this place. To a lesser extent, the same holds true for the Psychedelicatessen — in which I feel as if I
can enter and not be seen as a stranger. Additionally, Dot’s Market and J & M’s were both convenience
stores located close to my house in the Old North End and so I chose them not only out of convenience,
but because they are central to my day to day life in the neighborhood. However, I feel alienated from
other sites in the neighborhood. As I previously stated, I feel that if I walk into T-Ruggs Tavern all heads
will turn towards me and identify me as a stranger who does not belong. I feel a similar way when I walk
into the Old North Ender, except that I am slightly more comfortable entering this bar. There are also
places in the Old North End where it did not really cross my mind to conduct sit-spot observation. For
instance, Nunyuns is fairly far away from my house and I do not really enjoy their food — and as such I
did not include it in my formal research. The important thing to note here is not that the results of my
research are biased because of my limitations as a positioned researcher: but that my positionality
reveals the myriad of ways the Old North End is bounded and conceived in everyone’s experiences,
including my own.
Conclusion
If anything, this chapter reveals not only the complex ways in which the neighborhood is imagined,
inscribed and practiced, but also the multiple ways in which these spatial imaginaries can be
represented. As I stated in my opening paragraph, an underlying theme to a lot of my research on this
topic is the transformation the neighborhood is currently undergoing: whether it is by the shifting
demographic populations, particularly in terms of college students and New Americans, as well as the
various new commercial sites emerging in the Old North End. These transformations are causing a lot of
tension among different residents, particularly due to rising rent costs. If there is any other general
theme that emerges from these datasets, it is that there is a humungous diversity of ways in which
residents live in the Old North End. And while a variety of residents may identify with the Old North End,
this sense of belonging is anything but uniform, and thereby, cannot encompass the vast amount of
difference in the neighborhood.
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Discourse Analysis of the Old North End
The Old North End is undergoing various forms of neighborhood transformation. It is important to note
these changes do not occur in a vacuum, but rather arise out of a historical context in which the
neighborhood in the late 19th and early 20th century was home to various working-class immigrant
enclaves. The spatial imaginaries and contestation that occur now, in many ways, are a reflection of
these prior negotiations of space. The Old North End is not simply a neighborhood containing a
homogenous community until recent processes of gentrification and refugee resettlement but has
always existed as a contested space. In the following chapter, I draw from a variety of theoretical frames
within the gentrification literature, scholarly work on identity and community in the neighborhood and
to a lesser degree refugee resettlement to contextualize and understand the Old North End.
This is an attempt of discourse analysis, which I explained earlier in my Methodology chapter. However I
would like to add that while discourses are a useful way of conceptualizing power relations in a space,
both in terms of identity and contestation, it is also important to remember no discourse exists as a
totality. Even though I will discuss the ways the value of community is inscribed into the neighborhood,
it does not mean every resident feels this way, or that this discourse cannot be distinctly mapped onto a
demographic pattern. I achieve the following discourse analysis by reflecting on the way the literature
and my various sets of data come together to create multiple narratives about the neighborhood. The
Old North End is a dynamic space in the city of Burlington, Vermont and it is the purposes of this
discourses analysis to understand these myriad processes of change and contestation.
1. Gentrification
Gentrification involves the transformation of a working-class neighborhood into primarily a middle-class
neighborhood. Evidence of gentrification includes the rise in value of housing stock; the presence of
wealthier residents; and the emergence of new commercial spaces that cater to these new residents.
My research of the Old North End shed light on all these processes occurring. In general, gentrification
acts as a suitable theoretical framework to understand the various spatial imaginaries present in the Old
North End, and the various ways these imaginaries collided and came together. However, it is important
to note that not all residents, based on my survey results, see the future of the neighborhood as a
matter of spatial contestation, but rather as the result of various market processes and policy decisions.
This is interesting because tension in the neighborhood is not mapped onto conflicting visions of the
neighborhood, but rather forces outside of any individual’s control. At the same time, the gentrification
literature provides a useful theoretical framework to understand the various processes of changes
occurring in the neighborhood, and furthermore the ways in which different residents respond to
gentrification. I use two main themes in the gentrification literature to understand change in the
neighborhood: explanations that focus on economic factors that lead to gentrification, and explanations
that focus on the cultural space-making processes that lead to gentrification. While scholars have noted
that these are not either/or processes: a much greater number of the respondents to my survey were
far more worried about the economic factors leadings to gentrification than those that arose from
cultural contestation of space.
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In general, gentrification acts as a suitable theoretical frame to understand the various spatial
imaginaries present in the Old North End, and the various ways these imaginaries collided and came
together. However, it is important to note that not all residents, based on my survey results, see the
future of the neighborhood as a matter of spatial contestation, but rather a result of various market
processes and policy decisions. This is interesting because tension in the neighborhood is not mapped
onto conflicting visions of the neighborhood, but rather these forces outside of any individual’s control.
At the same time, I argue the gentrification literature provides a useful theoretical framework to
understand the various processes of changes occurring in the neighborhood, and furthermore the ways
in which different residents respond to gentrification. I use two main themes in the gentrification
literature to understand change in the neighborhood: explanations that focus on economic factors that
lead to gentrification, and explanations that focus on the cultural space-making processes that lead to
gentrification.
I begin my analysis looking at the economic and then cultural frames of gentrification, and how they
may apply to the Old North End. I end with an analysis of whether or gentrification is occurring in the
neighborhood.
Rising Rent
My research suggests that there is great anxiety in the Old North End with regards to affordable
housing; many residents are worried they will have to move out due to increasing rent prices. This was
overwhelming expressed in the survey responses. In addition, residents in the survey often discussed
the role of college student residents in contributing to the increasing rent, as well criticized the
disruptive nature of college students in the neighborhood. At the same time, there were other
normative aspects of gentrification that residents seemed to desire, namely new investment and
increased safety. While a lot of the gentrification literature conceives gentrification as a singular
process; my research suggests that residents saw some of the processes associated with gentrification
as negative, while other aspects were seen as positive.
The number one issue that respondents discussed in the surveys was the increasing rent prices, and how
this was affecting their ability to live in the neighborhood. One resident wrote,
“Rent is out of control. I've lived and worked in Burlington for 12 years and I can basically no
longer afford to live here.”
This sentiment was repeated in the majority of answers and demonstrates that there is a real anxiety
among residents in the neighborhood who responded to the survey. Another resident asked,
“Who can afford run down apartments that are over $1200 a month and where do the
homeless and released inmates go?...There are no jobs that pay well enough to afford the basic
necessities of life and even less jobs if you have a criminal record.”
It is important to note that the frustration not only had to do with increased rent, but also in regards to
housing that was not improved in relation to the rent: the prices are increasing, while the quality or the
structural condition of the housing is not. This is a large part of how residents understand and
experience change in the neighborhood. It is interesting, however, that this process of gentrification is
often seen as a result of market forces rather than in terms of spatial contestation. For instance, when I
asked residents how to address the increasing rent prices in the neighborhood — the majority of
responses suggests policy-oriented and market solutions. Many respondents proposed various forms of
rent caps and rent control; one resident explained,
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“Supply is the biggest issue. Allow more smart construction with a requirement for a
percentage of affordable housing units”.
However, in general, the increasing rent prices was attribute to the everyday functioning of the market,
and not contestation of space in regards to different visions of the neighborhood. This is best echoed in
the response, “I don’t really see that happening. The market is the market”. This suggests that many
residents do not see the future of the neighborhood as a matter of spatial contestation, but rather a
result of market-economic forces.
The College Students Are Coming
There was also a sentiment that a main cause of increased rent prices in the neighborhood had to due to
with college students. For instance, one respondent wrote,
“Only concerned about college student residents because so many of them help with the
low/no vacancy rate, allowing renting prices to be through the roof”.
While the increase in college students was contextualized in regards to the market and the natural
outcome of college students finding the cheapest housing, as I discussed in the previous chapter, there
was a general bitterness towards college students and a belief they would ruin the Old North End. A
respondent wrote:
“My overall experience with students was that they were disrespectful and destructive of
property (they smashed a bunch of car windows, threw bottles, etc.) so increasing student
population in the ONE is worrisome to me.”
While another similarly said,
“Although it is a minority of students who cause issues, vandalism, and other neighborhood
and community issues, that small percentage of the student population became so loud and
difficult to live around.”
However, this is not a concern only in the Old North End, but also in the rest of Burlington, Vermont,
which is, for all purposes, a college town with the presence of the University of Vermont. Many City
Council conversations deal with the best way to address the growing number of transient college
students — as a few respondents suggested — could disrupt the community. A Seven Days newspaper
article, “Burlington’s Mayor Wants More Downtown Student Housing”, calls out:
“Burlington's so-called "student ghettos" have plagued the Queen City as long as it's been a
college town. Students drive up rents, making it harder for young families to find affordable
housing, and their crowded "houses" can turn once-quiet neighborhoods into 24-hour party
zones.” (Freese 2015, Seven Days)
Until fairly recently the number of residents enrolled in a public university has been particularly small in
the Old North End. This is particularly true in Tract 3 and Tract 4 as shown in the Results section. ASC
data shows the numbers of residents in the Old North End who are enrolled in a public university has
greatly increased over the last 20 years. This is particularly evident in Tract 4, where a fifth of residents
identify themselves as college students (ASC 2013 5-year Estimates). Nevertheless, for the most part,
respondents did not view the presence as form of spatial contestation in the neighborhood, but rather
as the natural outcome of market forces.
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Revitalization is Important
On the other hand, there are certain aspects of gentrification which respondents in my survey would
read as beneficial to the Old North End. These are mainly the need for new investment in the
neighborhood and increased safety: both of which often accompany processes of gentrification as
suggested in the literature. While Atkinson reflects on the benefits of gentrification, most scholars see
these improvements associated with gentrification as superficial, and not worth the cost of resident
displacement. (Karsten 2014; Atkinson 2003). Yet a common trend in respondents’ answers was the
desire to see development and forms of economic revitalization occurring in the Old North End. One
respondent replied,
“This area used to be a thriving business zone. Now there are few (beside convenience stores)
in the area”.
Another resident wrote that
“Retail/commercial activity adds amenities to area, creates job opportunities, puts ‘eyes on the
streets’, activates the streetscape, signals economic vibrancy, helps create a stronger identity
for the neighborhood”.
I identify this pattern in the survey responses to argue that all the processes associated with
gentrification are not seen as wholly positive or negative by respondents. While gentrification almost
always involves the displacement of local income populations, residents in the neighborhood still desire
improvement in their part of the city.
However, I am curious as to which residents showed interest in revitalization of the Old North End and
what they imagined this revitalization to look like. My observation of the neighborhood suggests that
new flourishing businesses in the Old North End, for instance Barrio Bakery and Butch & Babe’s, have a
fairly narrow scope of customers. In this way, the economic activity these businesses spur is limited to
certain residents more than others. So the question becomes, is this the type of economic investment
that residents who want to see improvement in their neighborhood imagine — or is it something
different? Either respondents who spoke out about the need to invest in the Old North End are drawn to
places such as Barrio Bakery and Butch & Babe’s, or they imagined investment in the neighborhood
looking something quite different.
Politics of Safety, Low-Income Communities and Gentrification
Another improvement often associated with gentrification and sought after by many respondents in my
survey is the need for more safety in the Old North End. Many residents discussed their own sense of
fear in the neighborhood — walking around at night or having their homes broken into — as well as
talking about high crime rates and drug usage perceived to be present in the neighborhood. One
resident, discussing safety, wrote,
“…well things have changed and regularly find needles, have had people fight with knives in
my neighborhood, do not feel safe at night and have had my businesses broken into”.
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There were two distinct ways in which this desire for more safety in neighborhood was expressed: one
was grounded in the respondent’s own experiences,
Figure 26. No. of Arrests in Chittenden County (2009)
while the other reflected a general perception of
crime and danger in the neighborhood. For instance,
in regards to the former, one resident wrote about
her own experiences in that she had been, “grabbed,
chased and spit on.” In terms of the latter, another
resident wrote that, “the ONE is home too much of
the crime in the city (or at least it feels that way)”. I
admit these are ways of imagining the neighborhood
outside my embodied experience: it is likely that as I
am a male, I have hardly felt at danger walking the
streets at night, and prior to this study, I had only the
slightest impressions of ‘high crime rates’ in the
neighborhood. My general impression was that there
were more police cars in the Old North End than
other parts of Burlington I had ventured. F
Figure 26 depicts arrests made in Chittenden County
in 2009. The darker the shade of red indicates the
higher number of arrests made. While a better
resolution of the map could not be found, you can
see that the Burlington area has the highest number
of arrests, partly due to its high population density.

Figure 25. No. of Arrests in Chittenden County (2009)

Unfortunately, I was unable to find specific data about crime rates in the Old North End. However, there
were several local newspaper articles that explored crime, and more specifically drug-use, in the Old
North End. For instance, a Burlington Free Press article, “Burlington negotiates a new approach to
neighborhood safety” (Elizabeth Murray, Burlington Free Press March 31st 2014), describes a
community-led initiative in the Old North End called ONE NeST, or Old North End Neighborhood Safety
Team, in which a group of neighbors got together to specifically address crime in the neighborhood.
Another article from this same newspaper, “Old North End neighbors say more than raids needed to
combat drugs” (Matt Ryan, BRP March 24th 2013), discusses drug raids in the Old North End as well as
issues of drug usage in the neighborhood more generally.
While there are definitely issues of crime and drug-usage in the neighborhood, I am more interested in
the ways in which residents inscribe this narrative onto the neighborhood, even when it is outside their
own embodied experience. I want to connect economic understandings of gentrification presented in
the literature that suggests the ways in which crime and drug usage are connected in spatial imaginaries
of low-income populations. There are many studies that document the association of crime with certain
racial groups in the United States, namely African-Americans: in which regardless of the actual crimes
rates, African-American communities are generally seen to be more ‘criminal’ (Hurwitz 1997) by
mainstream culture. Unfortunately, there is less written about these dynamics in terms of class,
particularly in associating low-income communities with high drug-usage and crime rates. Gorski posits,
however, “although drug sales are more visible in poor neighborhoods, drug use is equally distributed
across poor, middle class, and wealthy communities” (2008: 34). The data I collected in this research is
not enough to lay claim that worries of crime and drug-usage, even if legitimate, are code-words by
which to conceptualize the low-income residents of the neighborhood.
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Even though certain residents discussed their own experiences of assault in the neighborhood — often
by respondents who indicated they were female — there was also a trend of respondents discussing the
high crime rates and drug usage in the Old North End in a more general way. It is unclear whether these
perceptions arose from personal experiences and interactions in the neighborhood, or from more
general imaginaries associated with low-income communities, for instance in the response that
discussed how they felt the neighborhood was home to much of the crime. In this way, gentrification
may act as a way to solve the neighborhood’s crime rates by relocating the structure causes of such
crime. Furthermore, regardless of whether or not processes of gentrification achieve this, a more
middle-class neighborhood is seen as less dangerous than one that is mostly working-class. Arnold
documents this in his study of Oakland where he looks at gang activity becomes a way to rationalize
gentrification efforts (Arnold 2011). Though respondents did not generally cite gentrification as a
solution to safety concerns, there are ways in which these discourses overlap, and aspects of
gentrification would be seen as positive in regards to these crime rates. As shown in the article in the
local newspaper cited above, there were also community-oriented solutions to address criminality in the
neighborhood: transformation through gentrification was not the only way.
I present this mapping and understanding of neighborhood with the premise that more research is
needed in the Old North End to truly situate these dynamics, if in fact they exist. Instead, I propose that
one explanation for the recurring understanding of the neighborhood as a criminal place — particularly
by respondents who were not primary or secondary victims of crime — has to do with associations of
poverty and criminality, particularly drug-use, and this may be used as a rationale for further
development and gentrification.
Cultural Explanation of Gentrification
Spatial contestation — particularly in terms of how a neighborhood is inscribed and re-inscribed with
meaning — plays an important role in the scholarly work on gentrification. While Smith (1987) ascribes
economic factors as the main causes of gentrification, scholars such as Zukin (2011) focus on the cultural
shifts that occur through gentrification and how these give rise to the contestation of various spatial
imaginaries. A site such as the Old North End not only transforms in regards to its class status, but the
very values and practices of the neighborhood also change. As I outline in my review of the literature,
scholars have established a normative pattern by which gentrification occurs, in regards to spatial
imaginaries and narrative discourses. Gentrification begins with the entrance of a counter culture
‘artists’ or activist discourse; which is then followed by the presence of young professionals. Both of
these groups present distinct and overlapping ways in which a neighborhood is re-imagined usually
erasing the spatial understandings that existed before. It is important to ask who is making and who is
using the public space in the Old North End, and how this affects spatial imaginaries. Using the literature
on the cultural transformations that occur during normative gentrification allows us to examine the way
different new residents to the Old North End imagine the space, and furthermore what this means for
the future of the neighborhood.
My research shows that there is a counter cultural ‘artist’s’ discourse present in the Old North End that
seeks to inscribe the neighborhood with a particular set of values; that there is also an increasingly
growing number of professionals living in the neighborhood; and there is some tension between these
discourses present which erase the long-standing working-class populations. The evidence of this
tension emerges in the frustration present in my respondents’ answers to landscape change occurring in
the Old North End; local newspaper articles that deal with the controversy of recent developments; and
the very real way these changes are occurring on the landscape. Yet while this spatial contestation is
occurring, it is not unique in the Old North End and is fairly normative in the gentrification literature.
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Furthermore, I observed very little active response to these changes occurring in the neighborhood in
the form of protest or other types of resistance.
Arts and the Counter-Culture, Pioneer Gentrifiers
As Walks et al. suggests, the first stage of gentrification often involves the entrance of artist and selfbohemians, who inscribe a site of gentrification with certain values and imaginaries 2008, Page??).
While this spatial imaginary was not directly discussed in my survey responses — they were implied. For
instance, when I asked residents to describe their community in the Old North End — a large portion
used words phrases such as “eclectic”, “young radicals”, “artists”, “political organizers”, and “young
adults with a passion to make the world they live in a better place”. These all suggest the type of
counter-cultural populations described in the literature in regards to this stage of gentrification. In
addition, there was a tone of pride in many respondents’ responses that used the above words and
phrases. This makes sense given the historic working-class context of the Old North End that scholars
suggests is normative in pioneer sites of gentrification. However, to recall Zukin, “although a new place
identity may play off elements of the area’s past — and present itself as respectful of the community’s
authenticity — social and cultural networks of new producers and consumers create, nurture, and often
capitalize on a new complete — new sense of place” (2011: 164).
As such, this spatial narrative was also present in various sites and activities held at the Old North End,
reflected in my archival research as well as my photo documentation and written observation. For
example, I would put forward that the Psychedelicatessen is an example of a place in the Old North End
that not only acts as evidence of a counter culture and self-described bohemianism presence in the
neighborhood, but further participates in fostering such a narrative. This is evidenced by the description
on their website, as well as my observations there (see Results).
Implicit in the description of the Psychedelicatessen are notions of a counter-culture and artist’s
imaginary. These sentiments are very much echoed in the gentrification literature that focuses on this
first stage of urban transformation. Furthermore, my own observations of the Psychedelicatessen
suggest the counter-cultural discourse present at this locale. For instance, not only is there a sliding
scale for their food — but the types of performances present include puppet shows, performance art,
and bands, which when strung together present an aesthetic of an artistic counter-culture.
However, this was not the only site in the Old North End that portrayed a counter-culture present in the
neighborhood, there is also the ONE Arts Center, as well as the North End Studios. The ONE Arts Center
is a studio space for artists, both in creating art as well as exhibiting their art. It puts on a monthly
performance art show open to the public. On their website, they list the following as their goals:
“1. Facilitate and Coordinate unique and significant art experiences in our local community 2.
Build a larger creative community for Vermont artists by encouraging both statewide,
nationwide, and international artistic dialogue 3. Support the local arts economy by developing
exhibition and sales opportunities for artists.” (ONE Arts Center website).
This narrative — while still espousing a discourse of the arts — is very different from what is present at
the Psychedelicatessen: as are my experiences at both places. The anti-material politics of the
Psychedelicatessen was less present in the ONE Arts Center, which functioned more like a middle-class
arts venue that could be found in other parts of Burlington. There is also, North End Studios, which
describes its self as:
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“affordable rental spaces for artists… rotating exhibits from local visual artists featured each
month… a year round schedule of performing arts events… fully handicapped — accessible
spaces in which to enjoy the arts.” (North End Studios website).
However, again, like the ONE Art’s Center, this place was less overtly political in its rhetoric and
ultimately a commercial space. Perhaps, the most significant way in which this narrative is inscribed into
the Old North End is the annual arts festival, the Ramble. The following is the official map provided by
the event-organizers for the 2014 Ramble event, which aimed to create the space for the neighborhood
to express its creativity:

Figure 27. Map of 2015 Ramble. Accessed http://theramble.org/

Each of the stars represents a different activity or event occurring in the Old North End during the day of
the annual neighborhood arts festival in 2014. Attending the Ramble in 2014, my own observations are
that while not every resident of the neighborhood participated, it was a large enough event that
inscribed the whole of the neighborhood for at least that day.
In attempting to establish the presence of this discourse, I would also include the multiple houses in the
Old North End that publically display signs of protest and calls to social justice. Although I offered only
one such example (see Results), this was common throughout the neighborhood. At the same time,
because I did not always know the residents of these various houses, I could not find any pattern in
terms of which demographic characteristics in the neighborhood were more likely to post public displays
of protest. Nevertheless, they suggest a certain liberal politic inscribed in the neighborhood, since all of
the signs but one that I observed conveyed values of white progressiveness as described by Vanderbeck
(2006). Furthermore, the Vermont Worker’s Center is also located in the Old North End and is a major
center of activist activity both in the neighborhood, but also more generally in the state.
While I put forward all this evidence to suggest the presence of pioneer gentrification in the Old North
End, whereby artists and a counter cultural discourse not only enter the neighborhood but re-shape it, it
is also important to complicate this narrative. For example, not all respondents to my survey described
their community to be artistic, or counter-cultural, or radical in any way. In fact, for as many
respondents who did use these descriptions, there were also respondents who answered the question
about their community in the Old North End by writing:
“I am too shy and socially awkward to have one”
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“My community is made up of my neighbors – a mix of renters, owners, young families, older
married couples and students”.
In this way, not all residents identify with this pioneer gentrification narrative and understanding of the
neighborhood as a space for creativity and art. This suggests that this spatial narrative is not totalizing in
the neighborhood, and while it signals the normative processes of gentrification, it is not as if every
resident in the neighborhood suddenly became an artist, or identified with some form of counterculture. Although the Ramble was significantly attended, there were also a good portion of community
members observing the event from afar, and as such these discourses do not reflect or appeal to all
residents of the neighborhood as expected.
Furthermore, I would like to challenge the notion of a singular counter-cultural or artist’s narrative of
the Old North End: as if this spatial imaginary was shared by all who had a similar vision or
understanding of the neighborhood. For instance, the type of imaginary fostered at the
Psychedelicatessen is different from the imaginary present in the Ramble. This does not mean they are
mutually exclusive, but rather, their understanding and practice of the neighborhood are different.
While the Ramble fosters a much more family-friendly environment — it is not necessarily countercultural, but creative in the sense of wanting to celebrate community in the neighborhood — the
Psychedelicatessen is much more poignant in regards to being an alternative to the mainstream.
Furthermore, my understanding is that the North End Studios usually costs money for their events, as do
many of the activities at the ONE Arts Studio — and this greatly affects the types of spatial narratives
both places invoke. In addition, these spaces are not limited to residents of the Old North End and it
would be important to find out how many people participate and attend these spaces, but do not
actually live in the Old North End. I discuss this spatial imaginary not because it is totalizing among
residents of the neighborhood, nor because it is at all homogenous, but because of its impact on the
landscape and practices that occur in the space and its role in normative gentrification processes.
Young Professionals
Scholars note that the presence of this pioneer gentrification is then replaced by incurrence of young
professionals (Smith 1986; Llyod 2010). There were a number of respondents in my survey that
described young professionals as part of their community in the Old North End. There are also an
increasing number of commercial spaces opening up in the Old North End that cater to a professional
working-class, as well as new investment that is affordable for residents of a certain income class more
than others. Whereas previously I discussed this in relation to an economic analysis and understanding
of the neighborhood, I will now explores the ways in which this investment creates new spatial
narratives in the Old North End: regarding both the type of people who live and work there as well as
the future of the neighborhood.
The most obvious example of this contestation revolves around the new 28-unit apartment building that
I documented in my Results section. A building that was literally built in the neighborhood during the
course of this study. My archival research into local newspapers suggests these housing projects, as well
as three others planned in the Old North End, are under immense contestation: not only because of
their negative impact on affordable housing, but also because they re-envision the Old North End as a
space primarily for professional classed residents. In a Seven Days article titled, “Demand for Urban
Housing Brings Building Projects to Burlington’s Old North End” (Kelley, 2013 October 16th), discusses
the various contestations this project evokes in residents and developers. For example, the article cites
the developer of these housing projects, Erik Hoekstra, who argues, “there’s a lot of demand by young
professionals for smaller apartments near downtown”( Kelley, 2013 October 16th), implying that the Old
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North End could fill this need. Furthermore, Stu McGowan, a prominent landlord in the Old North End —
known for his brightly colored houses suggest, “there’s pent-up demand for retail as well as residential
space in the Old North End” (Kelley, 2013 October 16th). McGowan is then quoted in the article by
saying a place like Barrio Bakery would have been unthinkable until fairly recently. The combination of
this new investment into more expensive housing projects, as well as the growing interest in retail in the
Old North End, creates a distinct narrative of the Old North End that is different from the countercultural discourse, or other discourses and imaginaries that existed before.
This development of the professional-class is quite distinctive in the gentrification literature as the final
stages of neighborhood transformation. The developers of the Redstone housing projects in the article,
while sympathetic to the needs of low-income communities in the neighborhood, did not seem
particularly interested in creating housing for such populations. In fact, the article cites Hoekstra as
saying that using ‘gentrification’ to describe their project is, “too simplistic and negative a term” (Kelley,
2013 October 16th). While Hoekstra acknowledges the poverty in the neighborhood, at least in this
article, he does not actually address the ways this housing project may help the situation. The article
also mentioned various other housing projects planned in the Old North End. While the article cited
opposition to this plan by local community organizers, it did not ask many residents about their own
opinions about the construction. I argue the presence of such an investment indicates a dramatic shift in
the historic working-class ethic the neighborhood, and these new investments cater to a more
professional class than they do to those who are working-class residents.
This can also be seen at Barrio Bakery and Butch & Babe’s. While these eateries are likely not trying to
vastly transform the neighborhood, their presence not only indicates and fosters a different type of
vision of the Old North End, but their success suggests the growing demand of such places in the
neighborhood. As I discussed earlier in this analysis as well as in the Results, Barrio Bakery generally
attracts a narrow scope of customer, oftentimes college students and young professionals. Similarly,
Butch & Babe’s crafts a fairly specific narrative, which draws a fairly specific crowd. For instance, it
advertises its values of localism and environmentalism on its website, writing:
“We are committed to environmentally friendly practices + utilizing local purveyors”
These were issues that, while ranked fairly high in the responses to my survey, were barely mentioned
when I asked respondents to elaborate on their concerns about the neighborhood. Furthermore, a vast
literature that suggests values of localism and environmentalism, particularly in regards to foods, are
very class-privileged (Slocum 2008; Guntham 2003). The appeal of these eateries not only is evident of
second-wave gentrification, but also perpetuates it. This is true for Barrio Bakery too, even if it has a
longer history in the neighborhood, it still acts as a specific type of space in the neighborhood.
The reason these places perpetuate second-wave gentrification is that they are likely attract other
young professionals who may be considering moving into the neighborhood. I would also include the
restaurant Pho Hung in this second-wave gentrification. Even though it was created by a refugee family
from Vietnam, a lot of the clientele represent a more middle-income sect of the neighborhood, although
of course not wholly so. This is not intentional, but as a by-product of already occurring gentrification
processes: Pho Hung is not actively appealing to a certain demographic; this demographic is just drawn
to the Vietnamese restaurant anyway.
In addition, I contrast these restaurants with other restaurants or food places in the Old North End that
this professional-class clientele: places such as the Old North Ender and the convenience stores along
Archibald, Dots and J&M’s. In fact, a portion of my respondents would describe the Old North Ender as
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having a “bad reputations”, or writing that, “too many neighborhood alcoholics hang out there”. Of
course, based on my observations at the Old North Ender, there is very much a vibrant community who
enjoys hanging out in the space — but it seems to appeal to a different imaginary than those who would
cite Butch & Babe’s as their neighborhood pub. This is not a judgment call on any of the businesses
listed above, but rather the acknowledgement that a neighborhood filled with places such as the Old
North Ender and Dot’s Market is different with one filled with Barrio Bakery and Butch & Babe’s. While
all of these places co-exist now, it will be interesting to see the ways continual processes of
gentrification affect the Old North Ender as well as these convenience stores: particularly, if it is more of
a working-class population that frequents these latter businesses.
Chaotic Gentrification
It is also important to note, as reflected in the literature, that gentrification is a chaotic process and
should be observed in a more complex way than simply waves of gentrifiers entering and re-imagining
the space until it becomes mainly a middle-class neighborhood. For instance, a Seven Days article on the
Redstone construction, discusses how the company is holding an art competition for a threedimensional public art display in the Old North End. The article, “Seeking Public Art in the Old North
End,” describes how developers are proposing the art project to build a positive relationship with locals,
many of who see the project as evident of gentrification (Kelley, 2013 October 16th).,This suggests the
ways in which second-wave gentrification is drawn to spatial imaginaries created by artists and counterculturists, as discussed in the literature, but do not embody these ideals in the same way.
This is also interesting because in the same way pioneer gentrifiers use the neighborhood’s history, so
too do these developers as the article suggests the history of the neighborhood is one reason to
construct more public art in the Old North End. However, this historical context is used in a very
different way than first wave gentrifiers. Furthermore, in the previously cited Seven Days article, about
the housing projects, the author quotes community activists who argue that such development in the
Old North End is detrimental to those who already live there. This is interesting, because these criticisms
of gentrification do not always come from long-standing residents in the neighborhood, but they also
come from more recent residents, likely more associated with first-wave gentrification. This is true in my
archival research, my respondents’ answers, and my experiences living in the neighborhood. This either
means that pioneer gentrifiers do not always see their roles in normative processes of gentrification, as
outlined by scholarly work. Also, while there is contestation between these varying visions of the
neighborhood — between the first and second stages of gentrification — this tension, as reflected in the
literature, often masks other narratives of the neighborhood.
Spatial Contestation
Spatial Contestation is another one of my findings in regards to the cultural explanations for
gentrification in the Old North End. As the literature suggests, the tension between these two broad
visions of the neighborhood often silence the experiences of long-standing working class residents. In
the Seven Days article about the housing project, there were no low-income residents of the
neighborhood who were quoted about how they felt about the projects. Places such as Barrio Bakery
and Butch & Babe’s do not seem to address the long-standing, working-class clientele in their rhetoric,
nor their aesthetic. And yet, the Old North End remains with the highest poverty rates in the city of
Burlington, Vermont. Neither these examples of new investment, nor this imaginary of the
neighborhood being an artist’s space, seem to address the economic disparity present in the
neighborhood, and in relation to the rest of the city. In fact, one of the events at 2014 Ramble, was
going to be themed ‘gentrification’ before organizers thought it would be ill-willed.
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However the presence of long-standing residents of the Old North End, who are primarily working-class,
still very much exist and are visible in the same way as the other two discourses of gentrification. They
are inscribed into the landscape not only in places like the Old North Ender and the convenience stores,
but also in the various laundromats that exist in the Old North End, the Chittenden Emergency Food
Shelf, and other convenience stores running up and down North Street that suggest this lower-income
narrative. Sunshine Laundry & Dry Clean, for example, is a much frequented place, and likely the only
people who lived in households without a functioning laundry machine, would need to visit it — and the
presence of a laundry machine, in this situation, would be an indicator of wealthier residents. As such,
Sunshine Laundry & Dry Clean as well as Winooski Laundry are vibrant businesses with a lot of clientele
and this demand suggests very much the presence of low-income residents in the Old North End. One
stipulation to this, however, is that college students living in the Old North End temporarily may not
have laundry machines or driers in their houses and need to use these laundromats: they, however, do
not represent the long-standing working-class residents of the neighborhood.
Based on my observations of these places, however, there was great variation among the residents that
made use of the laundromats. The Chittenden Emergency Food Shelf is also located in the Old North End
and while it services all of Chittenden County, it is significant that it is located in the Old North End and
not in wealthier parts of Burlington, Vermont. Further, even if all of its clientele are not residents of the
Old North End — many of them are homeless — the fact that it is present and visible in the Old North
End impacts how the neighborhood is imagined and understood. In fact, every morning on my way to
UVM campus, I take the bus on the corner of North Winooski Avenue and North Union Street and
witness the lines of people waiting outside the shelter. The presence of the food shelter is different from
the laundromats because it is not specific to the neighborhood. Yet it inscribes certain sets of meaning
into the neighborhood that stand in contrast to wealthy investment of the new apartment complex right
down the street.
There was a definite lack of literature regarding the impact of gentrification on the population that is
being displaced, particularly in regards to their own opinions and experiences. The Old North End is also
unique in that a lot of gentrification literature involves the displacement of a community of color.
Whereas in this situation the displaced population is majority white, which makes sense given the
whiteness of the state of Vermont. Data collected in my surveys addressed this discourse mostly
indirectly: while the rise in rent prices was the main worry, respondents also seemingly complained
about the working-class residents of the neighborhood. As previously discussed, the Old North Ender
was seen as a non-desirable location by many due to its rough crowd: and another responded described
that, “rarely interact with the old guard of white working class folks”. On the other hand, while the Old
North Ender does not have an official website, they do have a twitter page that I referred to in my
Results with posts criticizing gentrification of the neighborhood, for example:
“Just another Old North Ender scraping by, trying not to get priced out of Burlington’s Old
North End”
This suggests tensions regarding working-class narratives of the neighborhood and while such narratives
form spatial imaginaries in the neighborhood, they are often rendered invisible or understood as a
backdrop by other competing visions of the city. In local newspaper articles about gentrification, the
voices of the working-class were rarely represented. Furthermore, my survey data suggested there was
an overwhelming sense the neighborhood needed to be improved: while residents who are workingclass or under the poverty line may still desire improvement in their neighborhood and envision a
different future — their imaginary probably does not include their own displacement. This is a possible
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reason why many respondents to my survey indicated rising rent costs as their main concern, as
opposed to other processes and imaginaries associated with gentrification.
Is the Old North End experiencing ‘gentrification’?
This is a tricky question because of the immense scholarly debate surrounding the use of the term
‘gentrification.’ As the literature suggests, when the term was first used in the 1970s it referred to a very
specific process by which a working-class neighborhood becomes a middle-class neighborhood.
In some ways my analysis of processes in the Old North End are very suggestive, if not normative, of
what has been laid out in the gentrification literature. Smith (1987) describes the market forces
structuring gentrification in his concept of the ‘rent gap’. The dominant perception of my respondents is
that rents are rising because college students are moving into the Old North End and landlords are able
to rent out their houses for higher prices. At the same time, students are a very particular type of
incoming resident that raises rents prices in a neighborhood. Students are often transient, and in this
case unlikely to transform the Old North End into a middle-class hub. Darren Smith (2005) therefore
explores a process of ‘studentification’ which applies specifically to neighborhoods located close to a
college or university. Outside of the perception of students increasing rent prices, a project like the
newly built Redstone Apartments suggest a change of class status in the neighborhood more akin to
traditional understandings of gentrification. Thus, if gentrification is occurring in the Old North End, it is
particular to the specific history and context of the Old North End and Burlington, Vermont.
The cultural explanations of gentrification are also applicable to the Old North End. I show in my earlier
analysis the ways in which different artists and activists, as well as young professionals inscribe and reinscribe the neighborhood, often detrimental to working-class residents in the neighborhood. However,
the problem in the Old North End — unlike other sites of gentrification — is that these processes are not
totalizing. In other words, it is not as if artists came into the Old North End and displaced all the previous
inhabitants only to be completely wiped by young professionals. As my research suggests, there is
currently a wide array of spatial imaginaries present in the neighborhood. There are many types of
residents who perceive and enact the neighborhood in very different ways. Moreover, this cultural
framework of gentrification is not completely applicable in the Old North End. This is because the first
waves of gentrification — countercultural artists and activists — do represent a uniform community or
narrative. For instance, the way art is practiced and performed in the neighborhood is different in the
Psychedelicatessen than it is at the ONE Art’s Center. Furthermore, there is a wide range of reasons why
the Old North End may be appealing to young professionals and may not be connected to the presence
of artists as Lylod (2010) suggests. Other reasons may include the urban feel of the Old North End and
the ethnic diversity present in the city.
I cannot fully answer whether or not gentrification is occurring in the Old North End. A better question
may be to ask whether or not the neighborhood will transform into a middle-class hub in the next few
decades. Based on the experience of other sites in Burlington, I argue that the neighborhood will very
likely displace many of its poorer residents and erase public spaces that appeal to working-class
residents. At the same time, gentrification is a, “chaotic concept… that a multiplicity of processes, rather
than a single causal process, produces changes in the occupation of inner-city neighborhoods from
lower to higher income residents” (Smith 1987: 159). While the Old North End is by no means an inner
city, it still reflects many of the processes outlined in the gentrification literature. Rather than worrying
about the applicability of the term, it may be better to analyze the various forms of urban
transformation occurring in the Old North End as a result of varying spatial imaginaries and power
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imbalances present in the neighborhood. In this light, gentrification offers useful tools to understand
what exactly is occurring in the Old North End, as well as how different residents are reacting to it.
2. Space and Identity in the Old North End
Central to understandings of spatial contestation are notions of identity, particularly the ways in which
identities are fostered, understood and practiced. Whereas previously I analyzed the various
understandings of the Old North End in regards to processes of gentrification, I now attempt to explore
how residents understand themselves in regards to the Old North End, and more specifically how they
enact and foster certain understandings of community and community-building. This is because, more
than any other theme, notions of community and community-building kept emerging in all my modes of
inquiry into the spatial imaginaries of the Old North End. I, therefore, use understandings of community
and community-building as a way to understand identity is situated in the neighborhood. More so, these
discourses surrounding community and community-building suggest different perceptions of who
belongs to the neighborhood and who does not. My research suggests that although the value of
community seemed embedded in various prominent narratives of the Old North End, these notions of
community are bounded and often delineate who is included and who is excluded in different
imaginaries.
Local
However before I explore further discourses of community and community-building as they apply to the
neighborhood, I need to examine more generally the ways in which residents felt like they belonged to
the neighborhood or not. I asked respondents whether or not they saw themselves as a local in order to
gage this question. Here I recall Dalby and Mackenzie who suggest that spatial contestation is often a
key factor in constructing community and more specifically locality in a neighborhood. I position
identification with being a local as evidence of one’s identification with the neighborhood at large.
Based on my survey responses, 43 respondents declared they saw themselves as a local of the
neighborhood, whereas 31 respondents said they did not. As I discussed in my Results, the main reasons
that residents gave for either being a local or not were based, firstly, on how long they had lived in the
Old North End — “haven't lived here long enough” — and secondly, how “engaged” they were in the
community — “I don't participate much in the ONE community”. However, there was also a theme in
respondents’ answers that situated the Old North End as a space people desired to belong to. For
instance:
“I am a 'local' compared to the tourists who frequent the chubby muffin, but I am not a local in
relationship to the refugee family raising their family on my street or the generational
Vermonters down the road. The word local I associate with belonging, & I do love this
neighborhood... But think I would be classified as a "college kid" by other members of the
community.”
This is not wholly true for every respondent, as many did not seem to have any particular affliction in
being considered a local of the neighborhood. The trend does suggest the ways in which the Old North
End is conceived of having an identity or history that certain respondents feel a part of, or separate
from.
Furthermore, it was interesting to find that the majority of residents in the Old North End had only lived
in the neighborhood for 3–5 years, and there were residents in the neighborhood who described
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themselves as a local even when they had lived in there for no more than a year. I also asked
respondents in the second survey whether they were originally from Vermont or another state: of those
who answered, 16 noted they were from Vermont, whereas 44 replied they were from another state.
Although notions of locality are not necessarily predicated on where someone is originally from, it is
interesting that significant portion of respondents established themselves as locals of the Old North End
even if they were from another state, and even if they had lived in the neighborhood for only a couple of
years.
Construction of Community
The most prominent theme in my research, as I have previously mentioned, was the notion of
community and community-building. Notions of community and community building were present in
survey responses; the ways in which residents practices the neighborhood; the rhetoric of various local
businesses and eateries; as well as in many local newspaper articles.
Drawing from my survey responses, respondents wrote:
“I like feeling part of a community”
“The developers are pushing out people who have lived in this community far longer than the
transient college student population or the ‘young professional’ crowd”.
When asked how to improve the neighborhood, one type of response went along something like:
“Neighbors would talk to each other more regularly, and know each other’s names”
These, along with my summary in Results, reflect the importance of community and community-building
in many respondent’s answers. This included feelings of community already present in the
neighborhood; the desire to create more community; and finally the fear that gentrification and the
coming of college students would threaten the community of the Old North End (see Results). It was
also reflected in several of the new commercial or non-profit places in the Old North End. As my data
shows, Barrio Bakery, the Psychedelicatessen, and Butch & Babe’s were all implicit in various notions
that they were going to community hubs in the neighborhood, and to a degree they were successful. In
fact, Barrio Bakery was named ‘barrio’ because the word means ‘neighborhood’ in Spanish. We can also
see this in the closing of Spring Street at Dewey Park, which hopes to foster greater neighborhood
interaction, based on the sign.
The key question remaining, however, is who is imagined to be included in these various discourses
around community in the neighborhood, and who is seen as an outsider. As my analysis of the various
spatial contestations occurring in the context of gentrification showed these different communities are
created through a variety of narratives, and these narratives, in turn, appeal to certain residents more
than others.
Therefore, when the owners of Barrio Bakery say that they want to be a neighborhood hub, we have to
ask for whom do they want to be a neighborhood hub? The same holds true for Butch & Babe’s in its
desire to become a local pub; and the Psychedelicatessen in attempting to foster a counter-cultural
narrative. In general, my observation and documentation suggest that Barrio Bakery and Butch & Babe’s
are specifically successful at creating a space for college students and young professionals. While the
Psychedelicatessen is successful at fostering the artists and self-described bohemians in the region.
However, how do the working class narratives in these various places function, or the narratives of New
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American Families? Butch & Babe’s is interesting in this regards because of the way it advertises itself as
having a multicultural menu that reflects the ethnic and cultural diversity in the Old North End: though it
will be interesting to see how successful it is in this regard.
Of course, this does not mean that these were the only places successful in acting as a neighborhood
hub in the Old North End. In fact, there were other places that functioned in very similar ways, but did
not have the same rhetoric as above. For instance, the Old North Ender does not explicitly advertise
itself as a community space. Yet, as my observations suggest, it very much acted as a space to foster
community in the Old North End that many of the residents attend, which is very different from Barrio
Bakery and Butch & Babe’s. However, the narratives present at the Old North End were far more
working-class and the place was not necessarily appealing to the same sorts of young professionals
moving into the neighborhood.
This is similarly true for Sunshine Laundry & Dry Clean. Although different from the other places I have
just discussed in that it is not an eatery, the laundromat acted as a space for many residents of the
neighborhood to cross paths. In fact, as I suggested in my Results, it was the most diverse space in the
Old North End I observed during my research of the neighborhood: diverse in regards to race, ethnicity,
and the varying types of residents who could be seen there. Of course, the one similarity was a lack of a
working laundry machine or drier at their respective houses.
Furthermore, the responses I got in my survey to the question about which places in the neighborhood
residents frequent are also very interesting. My sample size of the neighborhood in this survey is not
large enough to make claims about how different residents enact the space — other than a general
consensus that people enjoyed being outside. However, what my data does show is that residents in the
Old North End are particular about the different sites they visit and attend. In other words, it is not only
that residents frequent some places more than others — but also that they actively avoid certain places.
As I have suggested, certain respondents described Dot’s Market Place and J & M’s as too stinky to go
into to; others seemed to fear going into the Old North Ender, believing there was a rough crowd or a lot
of drug users; and there was a respondent who was unaware that the Psychedelicatessen even existed.
This suggests the ways in which these sites foster community for certain imaginaries in the Old North
End: but these sites invariable exclude other imaginaries in the neighborhood. It is important to note
that there were also respondents who admitted that they rarely ventured outside of their houses, or
that most of their interactions with the city were in the rest of Burlington, and not necessarily in the Old
North End.
Community is an ambiguous term and yet is used over and over again in various narratives present in
the Old North End. Multiple respondents to my survey describe a vague ‘community-feel’ in the Old
North End and yet it is not clear that this understanding of community is uniform. This is particularly
important in context of the various public sites in the Old North End that attempt to foster
neighborhood community and yet appeal to a fairly narrow scope of residents in the Old North End.
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3. Refugee Resettlement
The Old North End as a site of refugee resettlement renders this neighborhood one of the most racially
and ethnically diverse areas in the state, relatively speaking. Nevertheless, I have refrained from
analyzing the impact of refugees in the Old North End in regards to spatial imaginaries for two main
reasons. First, although my research investigated the various ways the neighborhood is understood,
imagined and experienced, I ultimately collected little data that dealt either with the different
experiences of refugees, or alternatively, the different ways the host-community reacted to such
presence. This is due mainly to my methodological approaches: only one respondent to either of my
surveys indicated that they were in fact a refugee or immigrant to the Old North End. I believe this
occurred because of my method of distribution: Front Porch Forum, limited the types of respondents
who answered the survey. Certain demographics of the neighborhood likely use Front Porch Forum
more than others, and based on my responses and a brief overview of daily Front Porch Forum listings,
refugees of the Old North End are not very active on this website. There was also the issue that many
refugees in the Old North End do not speak English, and my survey was only distributed in English.
Another explanation is simply a lack of interest to fill out my survey, or not having the leisurely time to
do so. Regardless, given all this postulation, there was a remarkable lack of respondents to my surveys
that were refugees or immigrants and this severely limited my ability to address this involving discourse
in the neighborhood. The second reason is that — although processes of refugee resettlement affect
and are affected by processes of gentrification — the issues and concerns resettlement raise are in
many ways unique. Further, the intersection between gentrification and resettlement lack scholarly
work. For this reason, I present my analysis on refugee resettlement in the Old North End in a separate
section, fully acknowledging my limitations in addressing this topic in any great depth, rather than
revealing partial truths of the neighborhood that require more study.
My research suggests that the unique challenges faced by refugees in the Old North End were of little
importance to the respondents of my survey: the great majority of whom were not refugees or
immigrants. I also observed the ways in which the neighborhood, whether in my respondent’s answers
or in the archival material, was proud of the diversity of their environment regarding ethnically distinct
refugees, even if there was little actual engagement or interaction. Furthermore, although the presence
of refugees were generally absent from concerns raised about the neighborhood, there are very real and
tangible ways that refugees are impacting and reshaping the landscape of the Old North End, and it will
be interesting to witness how these processes interact with normative forms of gentrification. To
reiterate a point I previously made, it is important to remember that ‘refugees’ do not constitute a
homogenous group: not only because refugees in the neighborhood arrive from a wide dearth of places
including Nepal, Somalia, Burundi, Vietnam, Bosnia and so on and so forth — but also because even
within these ethnic groups there are differences of experience and imaginary. It is in this light I situated
my research.
While about half of the respondents to the first survey checked off that they were interested in refugee
resettlement issues, very few of them elaborated on these concerns in the following question. Though
this does not mean that they show no concern of such impacts and issues of resettlement, it is also true
these were likely not the primary concerns for my respondents. To further situate this data, only one
respondent to this survey indicated that they were in fact a refugee or asylum-seeker. Most respondents
discussed issues of rent when asked to elaborate, as well as crime and safety. Only four respondents out
of the 74 respondents address issues of resettlement in the neighborhood, and only one of these
respondents was interested in the ways refugees could integrate into the community of the Old North
End:
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“I work with a lot of New American families, and I’m interested in the ways in which all
members of a neighborhood interact and form a healthy community”.
Two of these respondents were concerned about the displacing effects of gentrification on refugees:
“Where will all the new Americans… go when the ONE is too expensive for them?”
“How can the city of Burlington keep accepting refugees when these people won’t be able to
afford to live in the city after their 8 months of federal support?”
The final of these respondents echoed these concerns, but felt too much housing was afforded to
resettled individuals and families:
“Refugee resettlement seems to have taken over a lot of the housing in the ONE. I am all for
diversity, however, we do seem to have a disproportionate amount of spaces rented/subsidized
to refugees”.
These four statements are not enough to generalize or really suggest any pattern in residents’
understandings of the Old North End. If my survey suggests anything, it is that issues of resettlement in
the neighborhood are rendered invisible to non-refugee residents. Furthermore, while four respondents
did address the issue, they did so from the point of view of mainly housing and community concerns in
the neighborhood. As the literature reflects, there are so many more unique challenges refugees face in
non-traditional settings that undoubtedly impact their understandings and experiences of space that
were not reflected in my data.
In fact, the presence of refugees was highest in my data in regards to a certain neighborhood pride in
diversity. This was evident both in respondents’ answers, as well as newspaper archives I reviewed.
Many respondents to my survey, when I asked them to describe their community, included ‘diverse’ as
an adjective, or mentioned the presence of refugees and/or other immigrants in their answers. More so,
there was a certain pride in people’s answers in describing their diverse communities. One respondent
wrote, “Diverse and beautiful” while another wrote, “eclectic international”. While these answers do not
directly address immigrants and refugees, there were other residents who were much more direct:
“Young radicals, students, artists and refugees” and “A healthy mixture of college
students/recent grads, immigrants/refugees, and young professionals trying to get on their
feet”.
This discourse, proud in the presence of refugees, was also present in numerous local newspaper
articles. For instance, in the Seven Days article, ‘Out Of Africa… and Into Vermont’, writes, “Somali
women in kaleidoscopically patterned wrappers or colorless hijabs have become everyday sight in the
Old North End” (Kelley, 2007 April 4th). Further in the article, Kelley proudly states, “Vermont’s
indigenous tradition of tolerance, together with the cosmopolitan outlook cultivated by former
flatlanders, has primed the state to become a safe harbor for Africans cut adrift from their homeland”
(Kelley, 2007 April 4th). While the article goes on to describe various challenges of racism and
interrelations present with the resettlement of refugees, it is all written in the context of the welcoming
nature of the neighborhood and the state. Similarly, the Burlington Free Press article, “Census:
Burlington’s Old North End is the most diverse place in Vermont”, while also discussing the various
challenges both refugees and the receiving communities must make, it also talks at length about the
diversity and community of the neighborhood. For instance, the article ends by a quote of the Old North
End, “A lot of new immigrants come from a fearful place… for a lot of people, this neighborhood is
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paradise” (Baird, 2011 April 10th). While these and other newspaper articles acknowledge and discuss
unique challenges refugees would face in the Old North End, it was in the context of celebrating the
diverse community of the neighborhood. Further research is needed to understand the context of this
pride in the neighborhood’s diversity, and as many of the newspaper articles discussed, whether or not
non-refugee residents would actually engage with this growing community. Nevertheless, with the
processes of gentrification and displacement under way — it may be that other sites in Burlington and
the surrounding areas take in more of the refugees than the Old North End does.
At the same time, there are some very tangible and real ways that refugees are inscribing themselves
onto the landscape of the Old North End. For instance, as the newspaper articles described, as well as
my own documentation of the neighborhood, there are a variety of grocery stores that have opened up
in the Old North End by refugees that sell what is considered ‘ethnic’ foods. Examples of these include
the Halal Store, the Himalayan Market, and the African Market — all situated on North Street, which
was once the commercial hub of Burlington. While many of the respondents to my second survey said
that they rarely visit these stores, they are still fairly operational. The stores’ shelves are filled with all
sorts of vegetables, spices and foods that would likely not be found in some of the chain-industry
grocery stores. These are very visible and tangible ways refugees have impacted the landscape of the
Old North End that feeds into the spatial imaginary of the diversity and, thereby, pride of the
neighborhood. There was one place, however, which was overwhelmingly visited by respondents to my
survey — the Vietnamese restaurant, Pho Hong. This restaurant was started by a refugee family from
Vietnam who bought space in an old bus station, and transformed part of it into Pho Hung. Based on my
observations and survey responses, this was a very active restaurant, although it would be hard to say
how much it serviced residents of the neighborhood, and how much it functioned as a restaurant for the
rest of the city. The concerns of refugees were absent from my respondents’ answers — partly because
of the lack of refugees who answered the survey, as well as a general lack of awareness or primary
concern by other respondents. However, these communities are still impacting and inscribing
themselves in the Old North End, whether through the pride other residents take in the diversity of the
neighborhood, or in the opening of these new commercial places.
Yet, I present all this analysis with trepidation, as more research is needed to truly establish the different
ways refugees resettlement impacts the myriad of ways the Old North End is imagined, understood and
experienced. For starters, more refugee residents of the Old North End would need to be surveyed or
interviewed to explore patterns of concerns or relations to space they experience in the neighborhood.
The literature suggests that while many refugees find Vermont and the Old North End relatively safe,
there are many transportation, language, economic and social needs that need to be met — and further
research is needed to understand this in the context of both spatial contestation and imaginary. My
research, however, does suggest the ways in which refugees challenges were absent from a lot of
respondents concerns; the pride present among certain discourses and residents at the diversity of the
neighborhood in regards the resettlement program; and the very real ways that refugees are impacting
and changing the landscape. Although, it will be interesting to see how this will be affected in the future
with processes of gentrification and displacement.
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Discussion
In many ways, this research functions to destabilize any one discourse or spatial imaginary of the Old
North End. Even in the various patterns I have described, there is immense room for overlap as well as
conceptions of the neighborhood quite outside anything that I have written about. For all the spatial
imaginaries I describe in my research, there are just as many conceptions of the Old North End
seemingly absent. As I explain in my introduction, this is a function of my own position in the
neighborhood. Even my own experiences in the Old North End are bounded, whether that be from the
working-class or from the different refugee families. Furthermore, I dedicate very little time in this thesis
to the various ways families may understand the neighborhood, or how gender is experienced in the Old
North End. I also had my own spatial imaginaries of the Old North End prior to and during this research
and as I suggest in my introduction, this is reflected in this thesis in a numerous ways. For instance, my
focus on gentrification as a narrative between the working class, artists and young professionals is a very
specific way to map contestation and change in the Old North End that many would undoubtedly argue
against. My own spatial imaginaries ultimately limits this research of the Old North End, and taking
myself as the primary research subject — reveals how the Old North End is indeed experienced in a
variety of bounded ways, including those I am not privy to. At the same time, the Old North End is a
lived place and the various forms of contestation cannot simply be mapped onto people’s perceptions,
but in ways these power relations inscribe and shape the neighborhood for the future. It is in this
purview that I take up gentrification as a way to map the various forms of contestation occurring in the
neighborhood, particularly in regards to how the space is conceived and how the space produces
different identities.
If gentrification is indeed occurring in the Old North End, it is both localized and particular. As I have
suggested earlier, gentrification is a highly contested term and there is debate as to which urban
processes of change can or cannot be counted as gentrification. Yet there are several ways in which
normative processes of gentrification seem to be occurring in neighborhood, suggesting an eventual
transformation of the Old North end into a middle-class hub.
Based on my respondents’ answers, while many residents were incredibly concerned about rising rent
prices, fewer pointed to the cultural shifts that gentrification would undoubtedly bring. This does not
mean that residents of the Old North End are not concerned about the cultural transformations, but
rather, the ways in which change in the neighborhood is perceived as a function of the market. There
are aspects related to gentrification that respondents in my survey even welcomed. For example,
increased investment in the neighborhood, the types of communities formed by various commercial
sites, and finally perhaps even greater safety in the neighborhood (although, as I suggested in my
Discourse Analysis section, further research is needed to understand the triad between perceptions of
poverty, crime and poverty, and drug-use). The question then becomes — is it possible to have
investment in the Old North End that does not invariably displace long-standing or poorer residents. In
fact, more than the emergence of new middle-class businesses in the Old North End, the presence of
college students was the most cited factor given by respondents as to the cause of higher rent prices.
Yet in all these, there was still a discourse present in the neighborhood that wanted to fight back against
gentrification in general. While only a few respondents to my survey actually used the term
‘gentrification’ to explain what was happening in the neighborhood, such contestation was present in
my archival research. This concern is particularly over the new apartment complex built during the
course of this research on North Winooski Avenue, which is an example of the neighborhood
transforming. There were several local newspaper articles that discussed this building project. The
article by Seven Days that I analyze earlier, discusses how apartments are seen as a symbol of
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gentrification in the neighborhood. However, I am fascinated by the dynamics here and the ways in
which ‘gentrification’ is understood. In other words, when the apartments are criticized as an example
of gentrification in the neighborhood, who exactly is the original population in fear of moving out? The
literature shows that there are two normative stages to gentrification: first the artists and then the
young professionals. As the literature suggests, as well as my own analysis, there is a certain way in
which the tension of gentrification is mapped between a counter-cultural ethic in the neighborhood,
and the new upscale investment. In many ways, the working-class residents of the neighborhood are
positioned outside the narrative; even though, as we see from the Twitter account of the Old North
Ender, gentrification is a worry for them too.
Keeping in mind that these are not distinct groups, we have to really ask how the threat of gentrification
interacts with notions of community and community-building in the neighborhood. Although there are
multiples in which community is inscribed into the neighborhood, and fears that gentrification as well as
the increasing presence of college students, will threaten this community — as I have shown — it is
important to ask who imagines to be part of this community in the neighborhood. Furthermore, how is
refugee resettlement understood by various residents in these dynamics of change and gentrification?
These refugees do not reflect an ‘original community’ in the neighborhood. So the question must be
asked how they are inscribed onto these other urban forms of transformation. While my data was not
conclusive in this regards, there were a couple of residents who saw the presence of refugees
detrimental to the neighborhood in the same way they saw more and more college students moving
into the Old North End.
With all these forms of contestation occurs — these imaginaries colliding in variety of ways — what will
the neighborhood look like in the future? My view is that unless some sort of grassroots effort is made
or the city council decides to take drastically new approaches to address issues in the neighborhood,
more and more sites like the Redstone apartments are likely to be built. Furthermore, with the
University of Vermont slowly increasing the number of students it accepts and its inability to provide
adequate housing, and increased demand for housing by wealthier residents, it is likely that processes of
gentrification will continue and re-shape the neighborhood like other communities in the city of
Burlington. I am unsure how this will affect refugee resettlement in the Old North End, although perhaps
the other two sites of major resettlement in Chittenden County, Winooski and Essex-Junction will
invariably increase their quotas. If this happens, the various spatial imaginaries I have discussed in this
analysis will likely be mostly erased from the neighborhood. The historic roots of the neighborhood; the
long-traditions of working class; the diverse, artistic, creative space of the neighborhood — all these are
likely to be engulfed by continuing processes of gentrification.
Of course there is always the hope that through a mixture of grassroots efforts, and/or by decisions of
City Council, the neighborhood will be protected from gentrification. I am unsure what this would look
like and whether it is even possible under the current conditions of the market. However, it is a very
necessary conversation for the neighborhood and city planners to have. And more so, this conversation
needs to include notions of community and belonging in the neighborhood. How can we create a space
where multiple spatial imaginaries can co-exist and inscribe themselves onto the neighborhood in the
long term? This is particularly difficult when our perceptions and understandings of the neighborhood
are often bounded and limited by our positionalities.
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Conclusion
Right now I am sitting in Barrio Bakery. I try to imagine what the neighborhood will look like ten years
from now. While I do fear that normative processes of gentrification will win out — transforming the Old
North End to another middle-class suburban landscape in Burlington — I also see the opportunity in
attempting to foster a new type of space that resists contestation while it allows various imaginaries and
understandings to intertwine, as the sign at Dewey Park would suggest.
The Old North End is made up of a whole of fabric of stories and everyday activities, and it is also made
up of the various narratives and discourses present in resident’s minds as they imagine the
neighborhood. My objective in this research is to challenge the notion that there is one narrative of the
neighborhood, and that instead, there are very many residents with very different experiences and
understandings of the Old North End. Yet at the same time while I look around this café, I realize that my
attempt to map these spatial imaginaries is not only limited by infinite nature of spatial construction but
also by time. That the Old North End is a transforming neighborhood, and soon my snapshots of the
different contestations will no longer be relevant as new forms of spatial imaginaries will compete and
re-imagine the space. I hope however this research has illumined some of the struggles going on in the
Old North End currently, and acts as a testament and context for future visions of the neighborhood.
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